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such, professionals, to whom the witnesseshictims tum

As you can see from this relatively rapid follow-on to
UT21 by UT22, I am beginning to catch up on the backlog
of editions for this year; although even this issue should
have reached your homes in early March '93. Hopefully,
though, UT23 should reach you around the end of May this
year, and thereafter - with a little bit of luck! - July's
edition should be on time (hooray!), as should all further
issues hence.

THE HYPOCRITICAL OATH?
As promised in UT21, I have begun to serialise the
'Quantock Honor' case. The reason I have done this is
because the case contains all the familiar elements to be
found in most of the other close-encountq cases documented all aroundthe world, i.e.: the witness hashad to live
in a post-event traumatised state, he was given shofi shrift
by the medical and psychiatric professions as soon as he
mentioned the dreaded word "UFO". his social, work,
family and marital life disintegrated catastrophically, he
has reported other instances of timeloss and, ftom what
seems to be the common denominator of all close-encounter witnesses, he has reported instances of exta-sensory
phenomena in his life.
Whetherthe professions believe in UFOS is not the issue
here. What is at issue is that the professions should, by now,
be aware that reports of this kind is a global phenomenon

which crosses all national and cultural frontierc and,

as

for

advice and treatment, ought to be taking the subject.of
close- encounten more seriously than is presently the case.
Furthermore, the psychiatdc profession should stan to
bone-up on the causes and manifestations of post-event
tauma, so that, armed with the new perspective of PET,
they might begin to /ister to what the witnesses are saying
to them and, thus, hopefully propose some effective trcatment and counselling for these unfortunate people who go
under the label of 'Close-Encounter UFO Witness'.

CONSPIRACY?
Again, as promised in UT2l, I have begun to ttature
some papers by Mary Seal and her colleagues of the 'conspiracy school'. UFO 'conservatives'might not like this
airing of the conspiracy hypothesis at all, but like all the
other hypotheses before it, we must give it some consideration and allow Mary's argument to develop to the full. l,
personally, am neutral at this stage, but increasingly I am
beginning to see more manifestations of conspiracy papers
and books, particularly from the USA, wi.th ever more
people lending credence to the claims being made. Indeed,
much of this literature is backed by documented evidence,
but time will tell whether or not the conspiracy hypothesis
supersedes all the others developed over the past 40-odd
years.

There is never a dull moment in this business. is there?

Ken.
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British Unidentifj-ed Flying Object Research Association
CASE REPORT
PELLETED IN BOSTON
(The Spector Letters)

Part2
CONTINUED FROM UT 2I
l6 July

1990 Gordon Creighton,

FSR

Dear Gordon,

influence of subliminal messages in the
band's songs. The band is composed of

your cartoonist's fantasy pictures but
the one on the lower ight of page 17

'normal family men'.
My charges against those people I
have named can be proved by usual

gives me the chance to mention a very
'frightening' image that uas transmitted just once, quite early on, that was
not unlike that head. in a light yellow
colour, that I was given to believe was

Most people would assuredly be at

police procedures. Photographs of

least as reluctant as I was 10 disclose
some of the more peculiar activities of
the vermin, There are still many things,
candid though I have been, that I still
can't bring myself to say. However, I
have overcome those that fit neatly into
the category of 'delusions of grandeur',
though some of it remains hard to spit
out. Hardly grandeur!

them can be shown to all abductees and
'contacts'. Ifthey are picked out from a

In the early hours of 16 July

I

was
woken by a sound from the street and
caught the tail end of a hastily discon-

tinu;d chanl in what sound;d fike

a

Semitic language (Aramaic perhaps?).
Earlier this month the possibility was

raised of someone coming to

Boumemouth and doing some regressions on me - if that's the right phrase.
Though I am reluctant to be hypnotised
this particular investigator was very
helpful and I hadn't ruled it out. Were
the vermin perhaps teaching me the
language or more likely making me
fluent in a few choice phrases with references to events and place that could

number of innocent pictures that's a
prima facie ground for continuing the

investigation. Photos of the closest
friends ofthe suspects'can be similarly
circulated wilhout undue fuss. Frequent visitors to Borden's apanment in
1986-87 included a man in his midtwenties who, whenever I saw him, was

always dressed in black (though I

an unpublished treatise. Harvard's
School of Semitic Studies is only a
short walk from where Borden was
living. Any one of us thousands of
likely tads unlucky enough to have
fallen in the path of the vermin could be
doctored in this way. What fun! This
was by no means the first time I'd
woken suddenly to surprise them in the
middle of a chat with me. One time it
was the words of a song that could
conceivably be considered to have a

subliminal suicide message. The
vermin take the measure of their victims with such idiocies. This week in
Nevada an English rock band called
Judas Priest is being sued by the rela-

tives of two teenagers who.

it

is

alleged, committed suicide under the

impressed at the time because I was
still unaccustomed to the DEEP FEAR
I felt simultaneous to the transmission
of this metallic looking being. Hundreds of weird looking entities have
been relayed since then mostly without
the emotional accompaniments. The
point I am trying to make is thal lhis is
the filst time I have mentioned METAL
MAN because at the time I felt it was

thought nothing ofit at the time). Yes of
course this is extreme but we cannot be
extreme enough in this deadly struggle.

too absurd and mad sounding. Your
reader-inyestigators should always

Not Judas Priest, they are too well
known, but their closest friends'photographs can be similarly and discreetly
circulated. Okay it smacks of a witch

bear in mind not only how intimidated
by his vermin experiences the witnessvictim is but also, being perfectly sane
and aware of the difficulty of giving a

hunt and I am an extremist because I'm
in extreme peril and pain. So you sober,
level-headed, objective guys think of a
less hysterical strategy along those
lines.

ionvincing account he will arbitrarily
withhold information that he thinks
will lend itself too easily to the too

Yours sincerely,

++++++
7 August 1990 Ron West

Dear Ron,
Most mornings I wake up with eyestrain but by mid-day my eyes have had
a rest and they are alright again. They
only cause of the eyestrain is the visual
data I am bombarded with mostly while

I

facile conclusions o[ the sceptical listener.

After due consideration only two of
the images I have seen might be the real

M.S.S.

larer be authenticated by genuine
scholars from whom the phrases may
have been plundered. for example. in

THE BOSS. I was particularly

am asleep in the form of viyid

'dreams', Since I never was much of a
dreamer I don't know if normal dreams
affect the eyes and until the last couple
of years I didn't know whar eyestrain
really felt like. Typing this I find laborious, but the eyeache feeling I woke up
with is actually wearing off while I am
doing it, now that TTIEY are not beaming the data to my eyes via the pellet
which is rhe method of transmission.
I don't know that the illustrations of
aliens in your first issue weren't all

UFO Times

thing in my opinion. One of them

is

of
COMMUNION and has been frequently relayed to me as the
indisputably most favoured form,
very similar to that on the front cover

appearing in Garden-of-Eden-like settings and is - how to say this? - that
body within which they are offering me
immortality! ! During one transmission,
before I went to sleep, a crowd of these
cleatures gave me a standing ovation
when I said, "Whatever it is you have,
I don't want." As they applauded I
noticed only tbree digits on fungi-like
hands. The only alien I saw 'live' was
on Kirkland Street in Cambridge, Massachusetts at about 11.30 pm on
Saturday March 7 (or the l4th). Early
March in New England is usually cold

and often snowy but that night was
warm and clear and if this little man
was wearing a vest and shorts as I recall

it $'ouldn't have been all that unusual.
Pictures of him spraying my hotel
* indow with a noxious gas, from the
fire escape, have been gloatingly
relal,ed to me here in Boumemouth
although at the time I couldn't see
clearly out the window that it was he.
Convincing pictures of the hotel room,
the location of the fumiture and of me
and what I was wearing make for persuasive circumstantial evidence. But
more than that are pictures ol the curi-

ous aftermath early the following
morning.
This alien looked much more human
than the other type and had no features

that

I

noticed that were particularly

strange except perhaps his shonness

of

were, although they did not always
wear black) that bothered me; it was

encounter qualifies as a MIBBING
because it included the reciting of per-

always actual physical assault and distress and harassment that I could not
ignore. Being accosted on the street by
idiots making inane remarks, however
personal, I could shrug off. Even the

sonal details about me and/or the
calling of my name. For instance, in
August 1987 a smartly dressed family
of four - man. woman and two boys began throwing an American football

hold-ups seemed stagey and not as trau-

at me as

matic as you might think. The only

in Bournemouth. As I moved

truly dramatic moment occuned when
I eluded a bunch of MIBS who rushed
me in Ponsmouth in December 1988.
That particular 'mise en scene' had
nothing to do with them and is therefore not worth recounting. Probably not
worth recounting also are the some-

what anecdotal verbal exchanges I
have with them but they may afford

stature though he's not the shofest
person of about 'thirty years ofage'that
I have seen amongst humankind. In two
relays of him though he has appeared

some idea of the personality of the
vermin at least when interacting with
me, though how they interact with

with wings and looking decidedly more

In terms of menace most of the MIBs
saw couldn't hold a candle to the

sinister and also as a playful little 'elf'
sporting lush, lenglhy eyelashes. This
last was at the end of a day when they a
'pillaged' a record number of mine.

Removing various bits of hair hasn't
I really
don t appreciate kindly meant advice

been all that intolerable but

by some people that I should ignore the

assaults, Many of these apart from
being painful are also disabling, like
being jabbed in the knee or the foot.
And no one who hasn't experienced it
can really have any idea ofwhat cosmic
horror and terror is really like. I know I
wouldn't have. The carefully orchestrated attacks I have been subjected to
were probably designed that way in
order not to lose me en route to the hell
I am now in. Like first getting my feet
wet in the shallow end of the murky
mire. It's odd how some people who

might at least half-believe my story
have taken fright more at the idea of
human criminals/drug dealers, and so
on. than at the idea of cosmic criminals.
Perhaps it's not so odd when you .just
don't know them. Interest in the com
circles will swiftly wane when you find
what the perpetrators are really about.
The vermin are only too well aware of
this and are playing it for all its worth.
With the circles you are getting a tantalisirg glimpse of their undies. Like a
child badly bitten by an animal that
originally aroused curiosity, you aren't
going to want to see much more.

someone else might be quite different.

I

swaggering 'hard knocks' who ruled
the valleys (at least on Saturday nights)
when I was growing up and with whom
I played football in the park for years.
XXXX and XXXX, for example, are a

squalid-looking pair with crude jailhouse tartoos on the backs of their
hands though I am not sure that they
have criminal records. A friendly desk
sergeant did say he knew "XXXX of
old" but Huber couldn't find his name
on the drug computer. This pair. who in
September 1987, shot some sort ofpopgun gas pellet in my face, were easy to
shake off, or so I thought. Appearances
are deceptive; all the MIBs and WIBs
are equally dangerous. You ll notice
my earlier letters don't refer to the
MlBs as such. [t was only as recently as
the June 13 letter to Clive Edwards that
I finally and fully articulated who these
creatures were and, true to form, the

vermin who take their cue fiom such
'milestones'unleashed a final fluny of
MIBS (& WIBS) at me in the few days
subsequent

to it.

I

say final because

there has not been even one accosting
or street 'incident' since. Before that
there were at least two a month for
thiny months in Boumemouth alone
plus several elsewhere.

Sixty MIBBINGS, then, at an average of three new persons per
MIBBING comes to 180 people. A

I was seated on the promenade

away
they staned singing "God Bless Amer-

ica" and when I was further away
calling my name. I tumed back and

they just looked blankly at me. Of the
180 about 120 were aged 18 to 26 of
whom 20 were female. There is no
reason at all to assume there aren't just
as many females in this age group as
males. Fony MIBS were aged 10 to 18,
almost all male and there is also no
reason to suppose therc aren't just as

many females and. fuflhermore. lhis
age group has

probably more vermin in

it than any other! The twenty

others

were aged over 26 with at least two
men in their fifties. I don't think either
of these was XXXX, XXXX's stepfather, who moved from Poole to
Lancashire some years ago with a lady
who is at least wife number three. This
Iatest wife, for all I know, is also in her
fifties, but it might be interesting to
find out if XXXX has started on at least
his third family. Of course the lady

might have brought with her,

as

XXXX's mother did. her own children

ripe for slaughtel albeit unwittingly. If
the pattem is thar of extended clans in
the XXXX fashion, the demographers
might be able to quibble at my guess of
about a thousand families in this area.
But I am sure I didn't get to see mem
bers from every family here, perhaps
not even half.

Doubling of this infestation every
will mean, if my present

ten years

guess of l7o of the population is true,
that by the fourth quafier of the next
cantury there will be no humans left.
This may be the most humane way to

annihilate us, but there is nothing
humane about these creatures and

according to them they

will

be

announcing their conquest ,l\ a [ait
accompli any time from yesterday or
last week to 1996 at the latest. Part of
their mischief is the threat of imminent
disaster and then deriv€ their satisfaction from the resulting chaos. Should

an

lhis nol prove sufficiently chaotic
they'll add a little more poison to the
brew. They defile everything they

they were, doesn't exactly sound
unconcerned. Still it was never the

encounter with Men-in-Black, though
by no means were all of them men nor,
probably, were most of them wearing
black except for the final flurry of midJune when the MIBS and the WIBS

MIBS (which I now know is what they

were clothed entirely in black. Each

mity. Such an assault is bleak

As criminals the vermin don't bother
me nearly so much though the enclosed
tape, made when I thought that is what

MIBBING is here defined as
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touch. The victims become parodies

of

their former healthy selves as if
afflicted by a tenible disease or infir-

testimony to the aridity of the vermin existence and gives o,ne
pause 'to wonder if they are doing all this just to hufi us puny
mortals or to offend some much higher order But then, never
underestimate the enormity of their pettiness, the painstaking
attention to the most trifling detail.

UFO
NEWSFILE

Extrcme as all my letters must seem, I consider only the one
16 to be peftaps a little excessive. I am not happy about
naming Judas Priest since for all I know they are entirely
innocent. "Don't be so sure", the vermin just said. All those I

Keep in touch with all the latest UFO stories in the
press, from the UK and abroad.

ofJuly

Subscription: f5.00 for BUFORA members and
16.00 for non-member'.

am absolutely certain about. lndeed, I could
have tracked down several more but it is a tiresome business
and I don't want to make any serious mistakes. So my apolohave named

I
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gies to JP and I won't do that again.
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AN INTER.NATIONAL UFO CONFERENCE
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British Unidentifj-ed Flying Object Research Association
CASE REPORT
THE QUANTOCK HORROR
Investigator Reference Number: PHILCASE.087
Investigator(s): Ken Phillips & Judith Jaafar
Classification Using Vallee System ( 1990) [If Possible]: CE5
Observation Date(s): c May 1988

BIOGRAPHICAL SUMMARY:Full Name*: Mr. Anthony Reginald Burfield
Date Of Birth.: 23-8-53

Observation Times [GMT/BST/Local] Using 24-hour
System: c 12.05

very bad pain. lt's hard at times to

SECTION B: WRITTEN

ACCOUNT
I was on the side of the Quantocks,

speak because it jams my mouth: I get

the
distance there was a very deep noise, so
I looked towards the noise and there
was a black object coming towards me.
It had barlike wings with decks, shape

very cold.
I have never had this before 1990
[and] happened less than two years
after I saw the ship; it did not happen
with the other one we saw. Sometimes
I can remember what has happened to
me and then my memory goes - what I

of

am saying is true.

sat down, and was going to take some

photos

a

of [the]

scenery when

in

saucerlike in middle of wings.

I managed to take a photo of it

as

it

was coming towards me. Then it came
over and hovered for about 5 minutes.
In that time, I saw it had two decks with
a dome on top of it. Also, there was a
person up inside the ship - he was
smallish - he put a helmet on his head
1br talking I haw gor a phoro of him
in the ship. Aslhad to lay down to take
the photos, I felt my clothes get hot.

I hope you can help me in someway
to get me out of this because I am in so
much pain day by day. I cannot travel
anywhere because of this - my wife is
writing this as I now cannot write.

When we got the photos back, we
noticed they had bum marks on them

Mr. A. BwJield.

TRANSCRIPT FROM TAPE
SENT BY MRS, BURFIELD TO

BUFORA OFFICE:-

-

years and l0 months I have been
suffering from metal [sic] sickness and
have had lumps rise on top of my head
and the back of my head. Now they are
coming at the side of my head. I get
pushed from the back of my head and I
get severe pain from this, and on top of
ny head,I feel it getting hard, then I get
a severe pain from that as well plus

2

the

metals" -I calls itmetals-I choke
f'rom this and I do suffocate from this.

When I eat, it makes it worse: the
head and the pain. When I don't eat, I
get this sickness and choke. It's very
hard to stand up because my head feels
heavy and pushes me forwards. Sometimes, it nearly pushes me to the floor
and gives me backache. I have had
Weetabix, and it makes my arms where
the muscles are go big and it feels like
my arms are ripping apart. My body all
over at one time or another has been in

In

What has happened now to my husband is that he is very
he's got very
ill... I might as well say it straight out is

ill

that it's metal sickness. It comes fircm
the back of his head and it goes to his
throat, then it blocks, and he chokes
and he can't swallow hardly anything
and he can't eat food very well. He'
can't touch water and he can't do a lot
ofthings like he used to do. He's sort of
like housebound and, more or less you

might as well say, bedridden. I've
asked my G.P to intervene with this to
help us, and he says, "Oh no, he's
mental '. I ve asked him to do a radiation test or put a Geiger Counter on
him, and the answer is "No, we're not
going to bother doing things like that as
you're mental". They do not seem to

Yours sincerellt,

The ship took up two fields and
blocked out the sun when it came over.

I would not like to send these
photos through the post because I may
get them lost, and I wouldn't like that.
photo.

1988, when my husband was on

the side of the Quantocks taking sce
nery photographs a spaceship came
along. It had a deep humming noise and
the wings were shaped like a bat
we've got that one on photo - and as it
came over it was 50ft [above] him or
lower as my husband was lying on the
floor lground] as it blocked out the sun

it took up two fields; that's the
bigness of it. It had two decks and a
dome on top. My husband was lying on
the floor taking this photo of it, and as
he did, he felt his clothing... was bum
and

believe what we're going through and
if I don't get much help soon I don't
think he's going to live until Christmasi

that is how bad he really is. lt's his
head: when he walks. his head bends
down and it's like as though its going to
snap off; the pain. He says it's like
putting his head in a press and somebody pressing it, and it's so severe;
that's the only way I can describe it.

Well, I've tried everything: I've tried
the doctors, I've tried the Ministry of
Defence I've told them - and they
told me to change my doctor, and they
also told me to get a Geigel Counter,.. a

radiological thing on it... for testing

ing through his body son of thing: his

radiation.

body was buming shall I say as well as
his clothing - sort of like singed. And

If you would like to see the photos
you could always come down and see
them... Oh yes, and there's another
thing as well what's affected: we're
married and usually, years ago we used
to have relationships... sort of things
like that. but if I do have intercourse

the doors of the ship

-

you could

see

them undemeath opening up - I've got
it all on the photo - and we've also got
a person which he saw float up and put
a helmet on his head: that is also in the

UFO Times

now with my husband I get sick the

PRELIMINARY LETTERS TO
OBTAIN N.H.S. TREATMENT
FOR THE WITNESS

following day, and I either end up with
stomach ache or tenific sickness; I feel
sick all the time. I know there's something wrong... it never used to be like
that, so I know there is something
wrong with him and the doctors do not
believe. They take one look at him, test
his blood-pressure... and say, "Oh, he's
had a bump on his head"; that's the first

reaction. You know, and you try
explaining to them that, "Oh, he hasn't
had a bump on his head; that appeared
there in 1990, two years after he took
the photo of the spaceship. They say,

"Oh well, you're just imagining
things".

I

showed them the photo [and
they saidl "Oh, that's nothing". You
know, you can actually see it: there's
doors opening up undemeath... even

the bloody radiation on the film and
they still don't believe, and I'm just
getting a bit, you know, fed up, because
I don't know what to do next..,

I forgot to tell you: he's

starting to

now ho\\ rhe Burfields must feel and
how desperate ther hare become.
Yours sittccrelv.

27-t0-92

Mr. K.

Drs. Reed and Taylor,
12, Taunton Rd.

BIJFORA

P

hillilts

Bridgewater,
SomeISet.
J

Dear Sir,

Re: my earlier letter of 24th inst.
requesting that Mr. Burfield's case be

reviewed

in the light of funher evi'

dence of UFO-related injury.

Mrs. Burfield phoned me today

in

some distress to let me know of your

answer concerning my letter. My
instant reaction was I felt very disappointed to leam that you will not refer

Mr. Burfield for specialist treatment at
his local area health authority, although

your response is not entirely unexpected.

Firstly,I wish to state that I do understand your reluctance to treat this case,
since the characteristics

of the UFO

1.10.92

Dr.Rima Laibou.
M,D. Treatment and Research into
Experienced Anomalous Trauma,
(TREAT)
13. Summit Tenace.
Dobbs Ferry,
N.Y. 10522. U.S.A.

Dear Rima.
I am sony I have been out of touch
for so long. but I felt I realll must u rire
to you conceming a case that I am currently investigating.
To cut an awful long story short, the
witness concerned saw and photo-

graphed a flying object over the
Quantock Hills in Somerset, S.W.
England. Subsequent to this encounter,

suffocate as well and he's starting to get
very cold at night and/or during the
dayl it's very hard for me to keep him

experieqce are so bizarre, as to throw

the subject into the

the witness has developed disturbing
physical symptoms and is in a state of

watTn.

help you see the other side of the story,

general practitioners who diagnosed

Thank you - this is Mrs. Burheld of26,
Bayford Rd.. Bridgewater. Somersel...

category
'psychotic' at a stroke. However, to

I

shall write to my colleague, Dr.
Laibow, in New York and ask her ifshe
can bring any pressure to bear with a
view to getting Mr Burfield lreated for
his malady. I am doing this because the
Burfields strike me as the so of people

who would not tly to sell anyone a
'cock and bull'line, and the tone of

DESPERATION! [c 30-10-92]
Dear Sir,

It is to be hoped that Dr. Laibow will

I

am getting very bad in head and
body. I went out last night for a walk
[and] I wish I did not: car lights pushed
my head and then I had a very severe

pain inside [the] back of my

their voices tell me they are very frightened by the whole affair

head,

'metals'inside Imy] throat nearly

blocked it and choked. My mouth [is]

getting squeezed because of my head
[and] cannot speak much now or think
or that well.

What trcatment would they give me

demonstrute to both yourselves, and the
local health authority, that this type of

injurious UFO encounter, although
rarer lhan other types of encounters. i.r
u'ell-documented by such cases as the
Cash-Landrum Affoir in the USA and
the Baker Case here in Bt'itain.lf you
wish,I could even send you case docu-

mentation if this helps you to ensure
that Mr. Burfield is treated and coutr,
selled at the earliest oppotlu it)t.

from the USA? Would I have to go
there? If so, how? I don't think they

Finally, I would ask you to imagine
yourselves in the position of the
Burfields who. through no fault oflheir

will do anything here; the doctors

own, have had their lives turned upside

here

think I am nuts.

I

am getting very scared now

because I don't know what is going to
happen to me.
Yours sincerely,
Tony Burfield.

trauma. The wilness has consulted his

nervous breakdown, however, the
resultant trauma and the physical ailmgnts have been left untreated because
of medical attitudes towards the UFO
question here; in short, the local health
authority for the rcgion [Bridgewater,
Somersetl refuse to treat him because
they are convinced that lhe patient is
insane,
Needless to say, the u,itness sirongly

denies he

is psychotic and his wife

backs her husband's claims. Morcover.

the witness now finds himself unemployed and he and his wife are forced
to live on social security, a situation
which has caused them great distress
and rocial isolation. Even more dis-

turbing than this, the witness'
symptoms are getting worse by the
week and he feels that if his sickness
goes on he will eventually succumb,
therefore, and not surprisingly, the
couple are desperate for the health
authorities to effect some sort of treatment; to date, all such pleas have been
denied.

down by a force that is only recently

My request to you is: do you think,

coming into the cognizance ofthe medical profession in the USA, but due to

in your capacity as Coordinator lor

negative attitudes

in Britain,

these
people can obtain no help from the

community simply because the case
characteristics go beyond our collective'credibility thresholds'; imagine

UFO Times

TREAT, you could write a letter to the

witness' G.P recommending some
course of lreatment thal would ameliorate the witness'current state ofhealth.
Perhaps a letter and/or some literature
from the TREAI Organisation to the

G.Ps. involved with this case might go

a long way in getling some form of
appropriate treatment/counselling for
this poor individual; the relevant names
and addresses are given below.
Drs. Reed and Taylor,
12. Taunton Rd.
Somerset.
England.

Patient/percipient: Mr. Burfield, 26,
Bayford Road, Bridgewater.

Anything you could do or recommend in this case I would deem as a
great favour.

Trusting this letter finds you and
yours well.
Yours sincerely,

SECTION E: OTHER
CHARACTERISTICS RELATING
TO THE OBSERVATION

else saw it

SECTION C:OBJECT

CHARACTERISTICS
) Please complete the following:a) NUMBER OF OBJECT(S) SEEN: I
lat that timel
b) COLOUR(S): black
I

c) SOUND : deep noise
d) SMELL: none

-

0 CLARITY very clear

consider to be attributable to rhe
object(s) seen? (lf yes, give details):
Yes - clothes felt they were hot lsee
witness' account of physical symptomsl

13) Did you experience any lack of
awareness of the passage of time
around the time of the obsewation? (lf
yes, describe): Yes - 1974 we were
watching 'Top of the Pops' when a red
ship came over we did have a time-

Ken Pltillips BUFORA

middle

16) Did any other witnesses experience
anything in relation to Questions 12,
13, l4 & l5? (If yes, describe): Nobody

12) Did you, (or other witnesses present), or the surrounding environment,
suffer any physical effects which you

Bridgewater,

e) SHAPE: batwings

g) BRIGHTNESS(+): sunny day
[no brightness from object]

saucers in the

loss on this one

-

wife saw it

as

well*

If you have had any other unusual
experiences in your life, please
14)

describe them briefly here (you may

feel unable to describe such events
here, ifso, please indicate that there are
matters you wish to discuss in a meet-

*On another occasion in his life, the
witness went missing for nlo days and
over which he has no recall - KP & JJ.

- PREVAILING
WEATHER DURING

SECTION E

OBSERVATION:-

i) Clarity of

the atmosphere (clear.

hazy, foggy): clear

ii) Cloud Cover:

none, quaner. half.

three-quarter, total: none

iii) Atmospheric Temperature: freezing, cold, cool, mild, warm, hot; warm
iv) Precipitation: dry, rain, snow, hail,
lightning, other: dry
v) Wind Strcngth: still, breeze, sftong
wind, gale-force: still
vi) Visible Astronomical Objects: stars,
moon. sun. Aurora Borealis. shooting
stars: sun

ing with an investigator): Devastating

In the next issue of UT [23], u,e shall
he looking et the tt'anscripts (t tlle

physical symptoms
15) Did anything 'odd'or'out ofplace'
occur around the time ol the observa-

inteniew conduded n'ith the Burfields
and leqrn of the ensuing (atastuophi(
funily disintcqratio thdt set i alict

everything went quiet

J. Jaafar

tion? (If yes. describe): Yes -

& K. Phillips.

BRITISH UFO RESEARCH ASSOCIATION
Presents

THE SEVENTH INTERNATIONAL UFO CONGRESS

THEUFOCASEBOOK
UNIVERSITYOFBRISTOL
Saturday 24th and Sunday 25th July 1993

UFO cases from around the world discussed by the world's
leading researchers
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ALIEN ENCOUNTERS OR
SOPHISTICATED MIND CONTROL
EXPERIMENTS?
bv Marv Seal
I fully

realise that the following article will perturb man] LFO encounter
witnesses, and particularly abduction victims. Yet, I feel it is onlr morally
corr€ct that this information be made available to the verv people \r'ho are most
likely to reject it. Addressing the possibility that our innermost beliefs and

EDITOR'S COMMENT
The to owing papet by Mary Seal

concerns the highly contrcvgrsial
subject at GLOBAL DECEPTDN * a
topic evety bit as contovercial as the

€ubject of UFOS itssff!
and, as I
sF.ted in ny last ediloial , I am going
to allow some space in eadt issue ol

-

UT in the forcseeable future fot
papers submittd by Mary and her
colleryues.
Such a decision will perhaps not go
down too well with a cenain seclion
ol the readership, but, as awies to
all theories pnainiw to the UFO

enigma, no slone must rcmain
unturned. However, even if the
deception hypothesis tails to olfer a
universal explanatoty model of the
UFO manifesation, the reader will
ceftainly be able lo rcview many
global events in an entirely new light
after reading Mary's atticle€. Never

theless,

it is impona

that at all

times we rctain our critical laculilies
and be redy to outline anylhing in
Ihe 'Daception Hypothesist that doss

not set well with UFO events as
rcpofted globally. lMeed, I shall be
making same annotations of my own
as the script develops, not because I

want to shoot Mary's carelul
rcsearches down in flames for the
he of it, but to rendar help in trying
to prevent het and her colleagues
lrom gaing down 'Aind alleys'.
Please now rced on...

spiritual aspirations may be the result of a sophisticated and deliberately
engineered plan - utilizing unknorvn technology and implemented \1ith the sole
scope ofmonitoring the mental'behaviour and reactions ofhuman 'guinea pigs,
- is the most psychologically perturbing qu€stion anyone ma.r har e to address.
I hope the following evidence will be analysed with an open mind and a genuine
desire to arrive at the truth behind the UFO enigma - however much abhorrent
this truth will turn out to be.
Most of us today subcribe to some
- whether religious or

belief system

philosophical. However, there seems to
be taking place, on a large scale, a kind
of silent revolution of spiritual perceptions as well as a revival of'end of the
millenium' expectations. This trend
appears to be most noticeable within
the UFO and New Age communities.
Many people within these groups,

well as others belonging

as

to

fundamentalist religious organisations,
believe that we are entering some kind
of'Golden Age' or 'Aquarian Age'.

ln fact, it would be true to say that
many millions of people worldwide are
of the firm opinion that they have had
genuine, if sometimes traumatic, physical encounters with beings from outer
space, and that these encounters have
been responsible for trigering radical
changes in their belief system, as well
as a change in their perceptual reality.
I am, personally, firmly convinced of
the physical reality of the UFO phenomenon - being a witness to muliple
events myself and having researched
the enigma for many years

-just

as

I am

fftmly convinced that humanity is due
for a genuine, evolutionary, paradigm
shift. However. this natural evolutiorrary process may have more to do with
the human being, and paflicualarly the
human mind, per se, than it may have to
do with the UFO encounter In fact. the

LFO encounter. and related experi-

ences, may turn out to be

a

sophisticated, psychologically-deceptive device.

l0
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lt

is as this point that man\,witnesses

reading this article uill be-sin to feel
antagonistic. Yet. we are dealing with
something so fundamentallv important
to our psyche, that great caution must
be adopted before opting fbr the more
attmctive and fl attering soll.rtion.

Let us be hon€st - witnesses con
sciously believe that they. and not the

ne\l per\on. ha\e lrud UFO experi
ences and'extraterrestrial' encounters
because of something in their make-up
which sets them apan: they consider
themselves to be special and, as such,
to have been specifically targeted by
'extratenestrial' beings perhaps for a
future role.
And they may well be special, but
not in the manner they envisage.
This special'something' could also
be the reason for the United Nations.
many decades ago, deciding to set
about the serious business of catalogrF
ing the entire genetic differences of the
human race.

It is my conviction that there are
HUMAN, and not extraterrestrial.
agencies at work behind the UFO phe
nomenon, and that these agencies are

very much auare [and afraidl ot'lhis
eventual, human-paradigm shift. The
reason for their fear is that they simply
do not want man to think and choose
for himself.

For this reason, they+ have formu
lated a massive and deliberate plan to
deceive us all - through various agendas - in a desperate attempt to stop us

discovering a fundamental truth

regarding our identity. And to this end
they have created a plethora ofdeliberately engineered bel ief systems,

deviating researchers' attention by
hoaxing again from satellites). None-

implemented with the sole scope of
divening our attention, if not outrightly
manipulating our mind and, therefore,
our ability to think and choose.
l+ The "thq," tov'hich Mary rclbrs arc

control

idettified Jurther

ena.

ot1

in the script

- Ed.)

During the course of my research
into the UFO phenomenon, as well as
other related topics, I have accumu-

lated a veritable mountain of
information. official documents and
outright proof that, since the early

of lntelligence
Agencies worldwide have been
engaged in the development, testing
1950s, a large number

and deployment of extremely sophisti-

cated brain washing techniques. It is
my contention that these experiments
are responsible for the creation of, what
is now admitted by most honest and
serious researchers, to be deliberate,
socially-engineered belief systems,
implemented for ulterior and nefarious
scopes.

In very simple terms: the human
being is under the very serious threat

of

iosing the only quality which truly
makes him an individual - the ability to
choose and think for himself.

The proof available to back up these

incredible contentions is vast, but il
needs very careful searching: unfortunately. though, it is one area of research
which has been completely ignored by
British UFO researchersi yet it is the

most impo ant topic immediately
relatcd

10

the UFO enigma.

The rcason for this neglect is that the
researchers have

najority of British

been concentrating for the past few
] ears on the so-called corn circle phe
nomenon, thereby ignoring related and
reliable evidence which has surtaced
elsewhere; they have allowed them
selves to be diverted down seductive
l]venUes

The phenomenon ol'corn-r'irclei .nd I uill be accused of being facile -

again has very human agencies behincl
it. bul because oI its apparent. tantulising. physical properties, it has managed

to mislead many genuine researchers.
(This topic merits a separate anicle.
however, just to make a point: take a
large sod of earth with grass growing
on it, put it in a micro-wave oven and
watch what happensl They may be
boosting up the Eanh's energy grid
system with micro-waves beamed from
satellites for very serious reasons and.
at the same time, they are deliberately

theless, the implications behind mind

techniques

and

experiementations, once approached,
are more easily understood and must be

seriously condidered when dealing
with the UFO and abduction phenom-

world-wide including the
created an umbrella program
designed to arrive at the complete control and manipulation of the human
brain and, therefore, individual actions
and beliefs.
agencies

British

What was really being

researched

and expedmented by these agencies to
arrive at their pre set goals? Just about

The history of mind control

everything: hypnosis, conditioning.

experimenatations is relatively simple
to follow, and once established, will
provide genuine insight into the UFO

cults, micro-waves, psychosurgery,

phenomenon.

ious of all, psychoelectronics.

Back in 1950, the newly formed CIA
entered lhe nafarious activity of brainwashing and mind-control with Project
Bluebird. rechrist cned Artichoke in
1951. To establish a cover- story for
this research, the CIA funded a propaganda effort designed to convince the

world that the Communist Block had
devised insiduous new methods of reshaping the human will. The CIA s own
efforts could, therefore, if exposed. be
explained as an attempt to catch-up
with the Soviet and Chinese work.
The truth of the ma er is that cerl.lin
branches of the Intelligence Communi-

ties world-wide have been secretly
collaborating. since the beginning of
the Cold-War. on mind-conrrol erperiments and research, having realised
that it was possible to gain control of
the human mind and. therefore, total

control of the human being.

Utilising appropriated funds allo
cated through the smoke screen ol the
Cold-War. and huge amounts of unap-

propriated money obfained through
global drug-trafTicking. they set about
the nafarious task of decoding the

sensory-deprivation, drugs, religious
brain implants. ESP and. most nafarProminenl scientisls and p:'ychia-

trists were handpicked for

these

experimenlr wilh lhe specilic criteria
ihat each person's ethics must be such
that he uould complerely cooperate in
any phase of the program regardless of
how extreme it was to be.
One such scientist was Dr Jose Delgado, a Yale University psychologist.
whose vision was to perf'ect techniques
lor making human: re\pond to electri
cally transmitted commands, thereby

obtaining the physical control of the
mind.

And perhaps the most outrageous
piece of evidence (cunently in the pos
session of some not- so- h on esf
abducrion researchers) surrounding the

UFO aMuction phenomenon are the
intra- cerebral electronic implants.
which are visible on X-rays and MRI
scans ol many of these abductees.
Indeed. when studyin-q thc {bduction
literaturc'. orre firrds abductees ol'ten
clescribin-r operirtiolls in which needles
are inserted into the brain. or tl ouglt
the sinus cavity.

human brain.

When the CIA's mind control prc
gram was transflr'red in 1953 fiom the
Office of Security to tl'rc Technical Set
vice Staf. the name changed again (()
MK-ULTRA.
Many people today. who rrc dwilre

ol'this name. considet this
ptoject

octupr"rs

Isic]

whose tentacles twincd
cornd{'r's ol rrumerour uni-

tllrough lll(
versities and around thc nccks oi ntr
l]n) ol':'cielllisls - lo be the nro.t orn inous operalion cver carried out iu lltc
CIA's catalogue of nlrocities. Just ils
they believe that the CIA was mainly
experimentirc with m ind-a llerins

drugs, such as LSD. and th

t

albrvs her to program a sound
paocessor so that sounds

The fact is thal thrQugh MK
ULTRA, the Agcncy. with the
collaboration ol other Intclligcnce

will

become

cornfortable.

alier

public exposure ofthese activities. fiu'
ther rcsearch was discontinucd.

llFO'l'imes

Ch.istine ,\rcia, 27, of l-resno,
Califbrnia, is the third person to receive
an auditory brain stem implant which

Sincc sucl't tlcvices have never been

otficially acknowledged rs existinc by
mainstream scientists, this general lrck
of knowledge lrirs led lo nrany misconceptions.

ll

;:,: .r..tlatcrtns.o|is
':, .\,,tttr'ttrkalnul
,.. .,.tll t\ _
rr /rr, /i ,r, .. : . .,
,'.

underlying flaw of the scientific
approach adopted by many UFO

radio command, hostility may appear
or disappear, social hierarchy can be
modified, sexual behaviour may be

1r1)( f-\r{ r

researche6#: the 'official' science they
have endeavoured to modulate has not

changed, and memory, emotions and
the thinking process may be influenced

ant

by remote control."

recognisable

This fact alone may highlight the

reflected the true state of the
'unofficial' science practiced in

.(# I am t'ery

o|et

nttth

thi s i ssue

si

itt

secret.

actord u'ith Mar|

nrc. i n lhe c'ourse of m:-

lif'e sttrdies of CIE u'itnesses, I llate
teen tlrpit' terril,le utJJerittq atd tfuir

pathetic attempts to obtditl ('outlsellitlgltreamlent lbr their pl4,sital ottd
nental torture. Itl an et:fotl to lrl to
restorc this gtoss intbalance,I slwll be
lecturing tnt the tlrcnte oflnrassntenl ttl
the fotlheming BUFORA Conlercnt e
Ed.)
\4any genuine abduction specialists
have assumed. therctbre, quite incorrectly, that these abductions must be the
handiwork of scientists from the stars.

The same is being (and has been)
assumed by many of the unfortunate
victims. Some lesearchers. more ftus
lratingl). have r ssu med. lErain
incorrectly, that the witnesses are all
lying. or deluded. individuals.
The reality is that we have to credit

Dr. Jose Delgado, BACK IN THE
lg50s. uilh the invention oI a miniature depth electrode which, when
inserted into the brain. can receive and
transmit electronic signals, induce hal-

lucinatory visions, inseft audiograms,
modify behaviour, create a loss of the
sense of time and gain complete phl sical control of the recipient's mind.

The above stalemenl is wholly lac-

tual and provable and

I

When you realise and bear in mind
that all of the above was a provable
reality during the 1950s. you will
appreciate lhe type of technology
which mu.t be available luday rlicr
more than 40 years of lurther secret
research. The remote physical and total
control of the lruman mind is a scien
tific reality and an established t'ac1.

ln C)ctober 1990. a nlL"drcal invesli

gative group lrom Stockholm
published a research paper - intended
for circulation amongst universities,
governmental bodjes and the.mass
media, but which was conveniently

ignored by all except a ftw honest
researchers describing their f indings
of a study conducted into mind-corrtrol
experiments in Sweden alone.

They say that for at least 25 years,
doctors at hospitals in Sweden have
used prtients fol long lasting experiments. Their documentation consists of
complete PROOI lhal doclor\ at ho\pi
rair in Sweden have been placing brain

transmitten into the heads of patients
who are then used as human guinea
pigs for lifelong studies.
This is just one example ol proof
arailable of the g.rave crimes being
committed against humanity and which
constitute a complete violation of all
human rights.

challenge

Why has society not responded?

Dr. Jose Delgado has published more

And, more imponantly, why have UFO
researchers completely ignored this

anyone to contest it.

rhan 200 scienlific uorks describing
techniques for electronically and chem
ically influencing the human brain, and

if

nafarious, work has
been openly exposed in scientific liter
ature for at least 30-odd years.

his pioneering,

vital evidence?
In case )ou are 5till of the opinion
that this information must be false. that

it is all too far-fetched. or that it has
nothing lo do with what is happening in
the UFO field, then

I

would recom-

To quote directly from Delgado's
own written words: "Autonomic and

mend you obtain proof for yourself of
brain implant technology being an offi-

somatic functions. individual and

cial reality at least 23 years ago$. Just

social behaviour. emotional and mental
reactions, may be evoked, maintained,
modified or inhibited. bodr in animals
and in man, by electrical stimulation of
specifi c cerebral structures."
He funher continues: "Physical con

trol oi many brain functions is
demonstrated fact...

a

it is even possible

to create and follow intentions. the
developments of thoughts and
VISUAL experiences. By electrical
stimulation of specific cerebral structures, movements can be induced by

t2

one such paper, published in 1970 by
the Office ot Technology Utilisation of
NASA, is a report entitled 'lmplantable

lhcrt,sr,nir

:! .
,-;.( ,

ollt'r:. - L,;

Apart irrrnr

ih!

:r-1,'r. inrmediately

inrplr;,r.,n. .rpplicable to
the LFO rn,l ,iL'JL:;trrn phenomena,
what ue lre lJ.lr:..r:rg here. on a
wider scale. i' tl:: irrr.' problem
f'acing us oi :earel ;nJ !r.r..i\ e el'forts
being rrrade irrr :ir; :re.ttion of a
psycho-cir ilirs.l. r:rr:td .ontrolled
societ1,.

Scientist\

rt lhr' Br.Lin Research
i ni' - . r. r C.rliiornil

lnstilule ol rlr(

took up mani. nl.ln\ \a.il\ ilgo. the
investigation ol the etiiir' rri oscillat

ing electrical iield. on hLrnlan
lh.' Soviet

behaviour'. palalleling

research since I9-1-l int,. the ettects of
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ing the loss oi the sense ol tirre.

brain waves.

Subjected to ulrr-sonic or very low
frequency waves. an entire populatioll
could bc luller.l into ,r .t;rt< of drowriness lat the ver\ nrinimum] by the
unperceived ware.. R.rdro :rnd televi
sion could become:rolmrl channels of
mass hypnosis and could elen be used

to implant suggeslions to control

the

behaviour of entir€ nations.

What exactly are these ELF waves

which have been worr),ing the morc
honest experts? Can they really influ

ence the psychological make-up of
human beings, subjugate whole nations
or even affect the weather? Yes they
can. And in addition, despite the fact
that scientists have adamantly denied
land still continue to do so todayj that

micro-waves cause any non-thermal
damage to human beings, the military
in both East and West are cuffently
performing meticulous developments
on these waves.

Again, there are many scientific
I will

Biotelemetry Systems'. Chapter 9
deals. a. irs rille sugge\ls. with: 'Brain

papers on the subject, however,

Transmissions from Inside the Body'.

briefly cover this topic which, in real-

I ha|e to point out here thqt
reports of human 'abduttiotts' b-v

ity, merits

(S I Jeel

'dlicnt , dn lE rraced lta& Ior ntillc ia
beforc the advent of lwman techfiology,
lrcnt tht question to hc asked tnw is

u'hether the 'agencies' u'ho cotttrol tts
uc simply rotttituing rhe detepriotr
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a

whole book and our utmost

attention.

Nothing is possible without resonance, and in order to pick up specific
electromagnetic waves from the jumbled mass of waves which surround
and pass through us, we need a length

of antenna which is specifically tuned

If

interference signals are SUPER

discussed openly
quickly forgonen.

for a time, then

to the length of the desired waves.

IMPOSED on the natural signals

The arteries supplying our brains
with blood have a similar sffucture to
the ribs of tree leaves. There are
approximately 100 billion nerve cells
in the brain of a human being and no
tube cells and their connected fibres

generated by the body, the brain is then
presented with simulated states that we
consciously perceive, but which do not
exist in reality.

Today's unconfirmed reality is that
there are weapons and state of-the-art
technologies capable of subjugating,

The ploofthat biological systems are
being interfered with by the use ofelec-

irave exactly the same shape. The tube
shaped extentions of the cell body act

tromagnetic centimetre waves can be
tbund in the dying forests. This is just
one of the many myths of the so called

entire nations. and that some of these
weapons are installed in geostationary
satellites. whilst others are in the hands

as pathways for conveying signals
transmitted by the cell body to other
nerve cells. Having hundreds

of bil

lions of nerve fibres of different
stluctures, which are mainly one cen
timetre in length, it follows that several
thousands of them will resonate simultaneously as antennas in tune to
electromagnetic centimetre waves.
Hor.rever. [or the purposes ofmanipulating the human mind with extremely
low frequency waves, or ELF which
have a frequency of about 3Hz to 8OHz
rnd a uarelength of between lOKm
and 100 000 Km. and which would.
therefore, need a resonating antenna at
leust 2.5 to 25 000 Km long to transmit

receive there is a need in the first
place for a carrier wave with a high

and

tiequency in the Mega or Gigahertz
range. Signals are then modulated on
the carier frequency.

environnental problem: that we are
killing of our environment with atmospheric pollution. The huth is that
when modern technology started utilis

ing hard radar pulses and very
narrow band waves- these were llten
picked up by the corect length antennas of some type of trees. thereby
compormising their health.

Following the advances in the early
1980s.

in

ultra high lrequencl semi-

cond uctors, digital micro-wave
technology - which functions in wide
band systems and uses polarlised

angles became
widely used, with the resulting widewaves at severillphase

spread death of conifers and deciduous
trees. which have ribbed leaves of the
corect size for the receiving wideband
frequencies.

The fbrests are rapidly dying tiom

of unseen and unperceived

mind manipulating, and even killing,

of the Military, Civil

Defence and

Police Forces.

ln order for us to determine what
kind of technology exists today in the
hands of the Military and which could
be used for the electronic control of the

I will quote from a docurnent
which was recently published by the
Association of National Security
Alumni - who are aiming to expose
mind.

mind control experimentations... The
publication is entitled'MICROWAVE
HARASSMENT AND MIND CONTROL EXPERIMENTAIION' :
Ttpitallt,, persous u lto tttnrytlain of'
being "-uppetl bt radio uutes und ol

"heaitrg trticas ut( stignut[s(d ds
, dclusionul, or scli:ophrenit. Bcing niucllirl ol tltis, us uell us.
pstt hoti<

au'are of the traqtncnt atutrdad UFO

uncl pslchit phenoneno itditiduals.
u'e approothed this sub.jett u'itlt a higlr
de,qrec

ol tuu|iott.

The same principle is used in radio
and television broadcasts, radio-relay

the effects

ur radar. The hrgh-tiequecy carrier

This increased propagation of micro
waves has also taken its toll on human
beings: increased cancer cases, psychic
and emotional disorders and. perhaps. r

usctl

deliberate 5:enocide scen:rrio.

US Globul Strtteqt Coun< il - u Wush
ington lusatl otgdnisotion. untlcr tlr
thuirntttnshilt ol Rur Cliw. fitrnter
D(!\tt.\'DiR',1"1 t'l Ilr CI4. i ltt, ttt,till'

wave which is required for resonating

limited, small antennas, is suppressed
behind the receiving antenna in the
demodulation circuit of the receiver
and then is no longer needed. Only the
low frequency signals which are of
actual interest are passed on to the
amplifier stages.
The technical principle of receivers

oi

electromagnetic waves is fully

analagous with biological communica
tiol'r systems. In order fbr the several
rhousands oI our nerr e ce lls in thc bruin
to resonate with man-made centimetre
waves, the carrier frequency has to be
suppressed when the signal is passed
orrto the synapses.

Lir ing organismi ure electrochemi-

cal processes involving sodium and
potassium ions to overcol]e cell membranes. This suppre\:\es the carrier

frequency in the high frequency range,
and what remains is the signal in the
low ircquency, ELF range. The nerve
fibres, using these frequencies. then
convey sensations of pain, hunger and
nausea elc. to lhe poinls in the brrin
which invoke these stages.

micro-wave pollution.

lr

in

AIDS.

However. this perturbing picture
does not stop here.

lzrst ltw decades. there
have appeared a number ol reporls oll

wilhin the

of the socalled psycl'rotronic weapons, Radio
Frequency Weapons, ol. as they rre

the development and use

more commonly known.

D

ireclcd

Energy Weapons.

ln the main. these repo

fbt elettntic lturassnrcut... TltL
inlb lleliott to pto|e lh( .'.\isl?t\( tt
Directed Encrgt Wcultons n us liturtd itt
tt Whitc Pttpcr pultlishctl in l99l bvtlte

Idi s r(rl closc tics vtitlt tltc US
lnttllil, tt,, C tnttuttrtttr'... l-l V ltttt
Puper describcs tltt .fltrt'igtt ttttd
trscs litrsct'rt fitr Luscr Wcttlt
orts, Isottoltit Radiators, Ittfiuxnottl.

tlonrcstit

leur (l((tt()tttdg rli( Puls!
Cattenttots and ltiglt po+tct MiLro
non-nuL

uutt Etttittt:rs.
s have been

confined to ilccLrsations irgainst the exSoviet Unir,n. f he Woodper ker''
signals which were beamed againsl thc
L SA by lhe Sor iet.i. made heudlirres irr
the newspapers during the 1970s. It
wtrs even reported irr 'TECHNOLOGY

TOMORROW'. in Junc 1979. in

an

iLrliclc enlilled Rinutt Eltt lt,ttti,
Behaiour l\4 odilit ution. that the
Soviet Union had installed a huge elcc
tomagnetic interl'ence grid, through the
use of transmitters. over the USA to
propagate tlrese waves. The mittler was

IJI'O 'l imes

Out .first step u'.ts to dctcrnine u lut,
iJ utl', tathntlgot c.rists wlticlt ntight be

Wt'

tlisL usscLl

Ih(s( rIt)tt-tt)tt\'(tl

titntl Dircued

Energr Wurltorts tt itlt
ll'l r. llentott-Slislcr, ot ,4rfitt Dclcgutt'
nt NAT0. ll4 r Sltisler utkno,rledgaLl
that Diru trJ En,<r 14,i4,i,rt.r ,ri,r'trt
I

lt e A4 i I it

url s urscnul.

The repoIt tlren continucs by
describing the etlects oi nicrowtvc
harassment through the use ol Direcled
Energy Weapons. citing various cases.
One such case was a wornan who hacl
undergone yeals ol harrssnrent. The
rrticle continucs:

t-l

This uoman states qlso that she has

net Budd Hopkins, of the Intruders

these weapons for the inducement of
schizophrenia and personality changes

Foundation. and that she had had q

in targened individualr. expressiy for

long-ternt, conf dhg relationship u'ith
John E. Mack, Professor of Psychiatry',
Harr ard Medical School. and fouttdirtg
Diretror of rhe Centre for Psythologi-

the creation of riot situations as part of
the on-going destabilisation program

cal Studies in the Nuclear Age

I prev ious ly name d, Re se arc h P ro grant
for the Study of Human Continuitl'. antl
still pre|iousl!, rumowed to hat'e coop-

erated v,ith the CIA it1 Ihe studies

of

'human ecology'1.

aimed al our society. {Bul this is
another topic which merits writing
about and is very much connected rvith
UFOs).
The possibility of scientific annihila

tion ofpersonal identity, or even worse,
its purposeful control, must be considered one of the most serious threats

At t'nc point iu their relatiottship,

existing today. Not only this, but mil-

rofessor Mock apparently accompanied lhis wt;man to a 'suppoft group'
meeting of UFO abductees, u,ho, she
obsened bemusedly, "spend thei' time

lions of genuine and truthful
individuals worldwide are being psy
chologically manipulated through
deliberately engineered belief systems

comparing

and outright sophisticated hoaxes
which, ultimately, only can lead them
into painful confronlalions with' their

P

I ex

tr

a t e r r e s t r i a I lt'

]

implanred detices . Ptofessor Mack it
on retord as prom,'tinB thc pcR eptiou
rhat UFO qbducrions arc legitimate.

frankly douht that e.\tratenesti
als. who have a means to commule
We

intergalactically, would stoop to

own identity.
The prospect of physical control of
the mind provides a variety of objections: theological, because it affects

implonting primitive deyices in human
beings... In the meantime it rlould seem
reasonable that the go|ernment would
want the public to beliete that efirqterrestfial lisitations are on the upst ing.

free will: moral, because it affects indi-

Mind altering drugs, externally

my hope that this article - which
has only briefly introduced this nafarious topic and which has not exposed
its more 'incredible' aspects - will
stimulate futher independent research.
We may be approaching some very
serious and final agendas and we need

induced auditory input, holograpltic
projedions [also a DoD capability]
a pp

rop r iat e ly fo c us s e d di

re c t e d- e n e

r gy

targellitlg, device implantations, spe-

cial effects and REAL ABDUCTIONS
are all u'ithitt this goyernment's cqpahilities and can he used for purposes of
creating illus[ons of UFO Iextraterrcs-

triall experientes.

ersons not
cog,nisant oJ this might be more
inclined to fall for the UFO mytholo-

fficially' legitimised'
Does our very own Ministry of

gies

now being

P

.

Defence have such Directed Energy
Weapons in its arsenal?

Just picking up two Ministry of
Defence publications, called THE
BRITISH DEFENCE EQUIPMENT
CATALOGUE, will confirm this.

ln their 1983 edition there were
advertised Radio Frequency Weapons.
One such weapon, called the'Squawk
Box', was a British version ofan American weapon tested during the Metnam
war, which caused dizziness, disorientation and panic. In their 1987 edition
we find a long list of Radio Frequency
Weapons, including Pulse Generators.

vidual responsibity: elhical. because ir
may bloct self defence mechanisms:
and philosophical, because it com
pletely thrcatens pe$onal identity.

It

is

to THINK.

Mary

Seal

-

March 1993.
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British Unidentified Flying Object Research Association
CASE REPORT
UNENDING FRIGHTFULNESS
CASE SUMMARY:-

What the exact nature of these intru-

Case number: PHILCASE.024

sive "forces" are can only best

Date of obseryation: implied UFO

described by the witness himself who,
as it happens. is quire unequivocal in

involvement only
Interview date: 14 I l-89
Investigator(s): Ken Phillips

Sighting area: Boston,

USA,

Boumemouth. Hants. and other diverse
locations
Type of sighting: AN3-402 [Vall6e]
No. of known witnesses: I

PREAMBLE
This case has spawned the 'Spector
Corre spondence', the first part of
which was featured in UT21, however,
although no UFO was reported by the
witness. it has been decided to air the

[ullvieu ofthe readership in
order that they can draw their own con-

case in the

clusions over the vexed issue of
abduc t ion s/imp I antations. Another
reason for this feature is that the case
was a prelude to the researches carried
out by Mary Seal and her colleagues on

the theme of 'Directed Energy
Weapons',

Apologies are made in advance for the
bad ldnguage in this tert.

WITNESS BIOGRAPHICS
The witness is a 43 year-old man
who was bom in Wales. He is currently
living in Bournemouth, Hants,, but up

until a few years ago he lived

and

worked in the USA, running his own
advertising business in Cambridge,
Massachusettes, U.S.A.
The witness is intelligent, articulate,

confident, well-educated and appears
to be in good physical health. He has
travelled widely in the course of his
advenising business, both in this coun-

try

and abroad, and was actually

resident for some years in the USA.

Despite the witness' air of competence and professionalism that he
radiates, his recent life has developed
into a desperate struggle for survival
against "forces" which seem intent on
making his existence as soul-destroying as possible. In fact these "forces"
have impinged upon him in such derimental way as lo completely ruin his
career and his social life.

be

lris description of \ hat il is thal is
destroying his life. lndeed, he takes
every opporlunity available to him in
denouncing publicly exactly whal is
the rool cause of his mental and physical torture. For example, he will stand
up and nanate his experiences in front
of any audience or write to any periodical or UFO researcher detailing every
relevant event in the hope that humanity will take up the challenge and deal
with the perceived menace.

In desperation, the witness has sort
medical help in the hope that profes-

sional treatment might abate or
terminate his seemingly unending
misery. However. and unlorlunately for
everyone concemed, most of all the
witness, the medical profession has
proved to be ineffective against whatever it is that ails the witness. Thus, all
researchers are left with is the witness'
account of what is, essentially, nothing
short ofthe archaic theme of'demonic'
lalienl atlack.

TRANSCRIPT OF TAPED
INTERVIEW CONDUCTED BY
THE INVESTIGATOR ON 14th
NOV. 1989

"I appreciate these questions

and

I'm

willing to answer all of them,
but...because I understand having
recently read a lot of the abduction literature and UFO literature...that your

approach is: childhood experiences,
were you abducted perhaps when you
were a child, that kind of investigation,
do you have a mental history and that
kind of thing. My story is different: I'm
a freak because I rras[', abducted: I
haven't ever seen any spaceships. My
story is part of that, but ir's... it almost
renders all that kind of information
absolutely useless. In my opinion all
those UFO sightings mostly are a hoax.
Those UFOs wanted to be seen. The

abductees under hypnosis were
allowed to tell their experiences. The
experiences, I feel, were real enough;
those people who had seen UFOs drd

all lit up with yellow and
blue lights... is that rhe idea? That's
see UFOs...

UFO Times

because the 'invader' wanted to be
seen; it was like showing the flag or
something.

IKP (Ken Phillips): then what was
seen was some sort

of'cabaret'?1. Well,

my... my story, which is ahorrible story,

and doesn't include any childhood
abductions, it involves the insenion, by
human beings, that I thought at the time
were criminals, and certainly criminals

fits the description, who insefied

a

'pellet'at gun-point above my right eye
after a lot of trouble that I'd had with

individuals connected $,ith these
people. and I refused to believe that it
was some sort of space phenomenon; I
have never had any interest in UFOS or

anything... I'd never had any kind of
experiences. What's unacceptable
about my story is that I'm saying... thht
the UFO 'invasion' is well under-way...

the 'conquest of Earth' is certainly so
assured that 'they' can do this kind of
thing with me; they can allow me to
speak when they could have killed me
any time in the last two years... that
they have nothing to worry about. They
still count, perhaps, on the fact that
everything I say will not be believed;

that I must be a 'crackpot', or
that...even if I am believed. what can
anybody do about it? It just doesn't
matter because 'they' are so powerful;
'they' are so strong.

IKP: when you said you encountered
'human beings' who insened the pellet
above your right eye... did they just
come at you in the street, or what?l Bad luck, bad luck. What happened to
me, I lived in a comfonable apa ment
building near Harvard Square in
Boston, Massachusettes; it's actually
Cambridge, Massachusettes; it's just a

mile or two across the river from
Boston. I lived there comfortable and
prosperous and I'm British universityeducated. My father was a doctor and
I've got no mental history. I... I lived
quite happily in this building unril 1986
when... an indivi$ual... started trying to

befriend me, who lived in the building... I was just nomally polite.ro rhis
fellow.
[KP: you had not known this person
I hadn't known him before.

before?1.

Apparently, he had moved in... the year
previous to that; maybe late '85 oready

l5

'86, I'm not sure what. Anyway, he got
to know me. He was persistent in his

plaint. They [the couple] had a dog, and
they were setting the dog on me. I car-

attentions. He lived, apparently, with a

ried 'Mace'.

woman in... the apartment two floors
below mine; I had a penthouse apartment. His attentions were persistent.
He kept asking me to go to have a drink

licence'and I caried 'Mace'. and... one
of the times that... the woman friend ...
set the dog on me in the elevator. L..
used this Mace'on the dog, but... ii's
not very effective tear gas. [t was very
effective on her... we were in the
enclosed... So... I called the police for
this and she gave me a very hard look.
You krrou. rhis couple now...thi\ pJir
had been... coming after me non-stop
tbr.. 7 or 8 months by this time...and
the upshot was I was going to finally
leave this building. I loved this penthouse. I loved the building, but I was
going to leave. I didn't know all this
time I was being monitored. but they...
they... had something special fbr me,
these people. You see. ['ve got the big

wilh him.

I

mean... he,.,

jusl per\i5

tent... so I did, eventually... I tried to be

polite. I eventually went for a drirtk
with him at a pub in Harvard Square.
He started to tell me something about
his background. He offered me drugs. I

wasn't interested in that. Then he
slarted to make homosexual propcrsi
tions. I wasn't interested in that. Then
he offered me orgies with... this
'woman' he knew and any other
wornen. So I told him ['d think about
that 0aughterl. So... anyway,I thought,
I want to get away from this guy, but,
you know... he lived in the same building. He seemed so ... just, he wanted to
be polire. ltried 1o... get ru ry from him

after that. But he.., continually kept
popping up in the lobby, pestering me
to go for another drink, this and that. So
it came to the point where... I ignored
him: pointedly ignored him. I mean...
enough was enough. That night... the
night that I ignored him, there were
strange noises from outside the roof.
Somebody had come up to the roof 0f
my penthouse and woke me up at four
o-clock in the morning with these ugly
ndises. This thing... basically, it's all
sofis of...escalating harassment, that

went on... That started

Octo-

picture now.

I got myself a 'weapons

I

only realized for cer-

tain... knowledge... that this is a UFO
phenomenon... as recently as this past
summer ['89]. But I've finally had to
realise that it was iffational for me to
assume that what had been going on
was...

IKP: whar?1... Beclu\e I wa\ getlinp
sounds and images and things like that
over the past few years. I fled to Wales.

I

was having people... from Cardiff
talking to me; t'm originally from
Wales: I'm a doctor's son. I bring that

I'll tell you about a psychiatrist friend of his who has been the
only psychiatric advise I've had... and
that will come later. I still, by the way,
up because

I've

ber/November 1986 and went on until
June, with me calling the police and

have not yet seen a psychiatrist and

complaining and looking really crazy,
and in the meantime. because of... these
mysterious atlack\ al four o clock in

The upshot is about 40 seeming 'human
beings'. in four different pans of the

told the police
who was doing it. because I lound out

trips in the Uniled Slates. in Wales. in

the moming. But...

I

it was him [the man two floors belowl.
JKP: and what was the attitude

ofthe

- Well, they came along and
they said... "his door was shut". I said,
"l'd just chased him down". And they
said. "what did he do", and I said,
"well... one of the things that he was
police?l

doing when I called the police was he

was firing some sort of noxious

vapours under my door, or through my
door. lhal was waking me uP choking
and spluttering". But he done other... all
sorts of different things. So... there
were coun hearings, and they said, "all

we can do is..."

I

guess the British

Police would do the same thing,
wouldn't they? You would file a com

plaint. O.K.? They said, "file

a

complaint", so the... he lthe man rwo
floors belowl filed a counter-com-

t6

no intention of; it's not going to help.

world. have.-. ['ve been on

business

Bournemouth IEngland], in Ireland and
in lsrael. have come up lo me on their
own and have said things which were
conceming me. conceming my experi
ences. We were complete strangers. I
managed to track down one of these

guys in Bournemouth;

I got his

name

and address. Now you're going to
know I'm for real and that I'm not
some... and that I'm not myself some
sort of hoaxer I've got his binh cenifi

cate, because they were... they do
'clone' people. You know the'Whitley
Strieber Book'? I hadnt heard of Whit-

ley Strieber until August of this... of
this year. I was in Washington D.C.
speaking to... Do you know the'UFO
Fund'?

[KP; no

I don't - you don't mean

'The Fund for UFO Research'?l That's
the one. I spoke to them in washington

IIFO Times

and the guy there. Don Berlin his name

is, he mentioneci Whitley Strieber. I
$enr oul Jnd bought his books. This
was only the... third or fourth UFO
book I'd lead. The previous two had
been in May.lust preYiously the... Gary

Kinder Book. on Bill;- Meier? There
was an index oi names in there about
the'UFO Fund'... So anyway. I called

him... and then I

re

ad wh itley

Strieber's books and the descriptions of
these beings and tlle \\ aV they act and
the way they... were exactly like the...
call them visions. call then... some of

them werg dreams... sometimes it's
when I'm asleep. sometimes when ['m
half awake. They do have a character
and personality and appearancesi the
way they behave was exaclly like

Whitley Strieber uas describing. I
couldn't believe it. that these guys were
actually... aliens: invaders. O.K.. now...

They had shown

ne

clones

.

Pre-

viously they had been messing around
with me. but I .lill \\anted lo lhink il
was criminals. They had shown me... a
picture... the pictures are brilliant. They
have some sort of canoon qualities. As
soon as I close my eyes at night... they
show me these pictures. but they would
also show me 3-dimensional pictures
while I was awake with the light on,
you know, somewhere in the distance,
and you would have seen them as well;
that's the point. The sounds that they
made, you could have heard. I taped
one of the sounds because tlley had
been intenogating my sub-conscious.
Remember, for three years I didn't
want lo lhink thitt rhis uas trn)thing
olher than some criminal. drug-dealing
hoaxers. O.K.? As I say. not to believe
that these human beings... and I since
began... more and more information as
recently as this moming. I ntean... they
mess around with me 24 hours a day.
When I say that, this is classic paranoid
schizophrenia; any psychiatrist will tell
you that. You know that. Any layman
can tell you that. It's rro iiig for them
to mess around with an individual. I
don't know if time means anything to
them. They have some sort of multi
mind ability to... carry on doing what
they're doing and mess around... with
me or with any target in all sons of
ways. I'm not the only pe$on this has
happened to: what you're going to find
is your abduction literature is going to

give away to stories like mine. My
story may not ever get... may not get
printed, somebody else's might, sorne-

body else's... The reason Iwanl it
printed is I don't want anybody to
suffer; to have to spend the kind of
money I've... been spending. Whitley

Strieber saved me at least $l 000 on
getting one of these... MRIs?... X-rays
don't show the pellet...

[KP: brain-scan?] Yeah. I had 4
it fthe pellet] didn't show
up. It's a 'Magnetic lmage

brain-scans:

Resonator'...resonates image, in which
somethjng does show up and I read his
[Strieber] book and I'd gone to Washington intending ro get it IMRII there;
they have them all over the place. Magnetjc Resonators. Anyway. it cost I 000
bucks. and as he said... at Georgetown
Hospital. I enquired the price... and at

tioned in the joumals... 'Electrician'...

'Wireless World'... something like
lhal? Somerhing... reputable joumals...
lK P: what happened to the couple in

this apartment in Boston?l - They're
still living there. He's on the phone.
He's...1... look... what I have to do is
unacceptable. I can give you names and

addresses

of aliens who

have

'removed' the life of human beings Iike
1'ou and me, children, or... mostly they
like children l0 years old. 'They'have
taken the... call it the'soul'. call it the
'life-force'. I mean... as you'rc sitting

another place in Washington. As he
said, "all that showed up was some
Iittle spot. or something ' and he wasn't
about to have it cut out of the head
anyway. In any case. they [the aliens]
might allow the 'spot'to show up. but...
it wouldn t mcln an)thing: \ hat docs ir

there I've had to contemplate. You're
awarc that you have a body and something thal animates it... You re you. l'm
me. I'm animating this body. Whal

rnean when something shows up in tlre

their own. How do I know this? How
can I think anything else?'They'have

brrin... it . an unidenti[ied objcct irr
your blain'l When you stan telling the
doctor. I rl,,rt t lrtou whal ihat is: this is
J I ran\m it(e r/rece iver lhal transrnils

'they'have done is 'they'

have

extractcd that life-fbrce. soul. whatever
it i'. lrom the human beirrg .rnd put il

and receives perfecl images and perfect
sounds and so on... O.K.? Alright. so
what am I? I m some sort of guy... near

taken... my own; call it my subconscious or whatever. 'They'rendered me
lifeless and taken me on 'aslral' trips.
I've rea<l all this 'astral' stuff that I used
to think was rubbish and... UFO stuff...
I haven't read anything else for the last

middle-age... stans to... becomes

couple

a

'nut'. I l]ear voices and I see things, but
they're just like the things Whitley
seesi variations but... and I've been get-

ting them more often than him, but
'they' dealt with him strategically:
'they'wanted him to write a book:
'rhey hJ!e allowed me ro Iell Ihi{:
'they'would love me to write a book:
'they'would like you finvestigator] to
publicize this, because 'they' don't
care. Anything that concems 'them'...
or their victims. whom they take a keen
interest in... 'rhey'could have taken a
shine to you, Iasl it happened, this

'guy'

of rnonths and... 'they' have
taken me out of my body and put me
back and when... this is usually at night
when I'm asleep; this is a development
orer'...

orly the past thlee or four

monlhs b) the w.ry... What 'lhe) ' do i\
'they'made me... 'they'like me to lie

llat on rny blck uhen lhey do lheir
procedures. 'they' have levitated me
before this by the way... but all of this
was this year.'They'like me to lie flat
on my back, and as soon as I go to
sleep, whether'they induce tlte sleep,

anyway. I've always f'allen to sleep
quite easily and that still hasn't

took a shine to me, O.K.? Could happened to... could have happened to
anybody; it ids happened to other
people. I know an American living here

changed.'They take... three rime\ l ve
been conscious and when 'they' have
taken me out ofmyself I've seen myself

in London... whom I told this story to rn

Whitley Stdeber? He describes his

April, I... he stated talking about
UFOs, that's why I read the Gary
Kinder Book. [... I thought he was
crazy. This guy knows about... You
think ['m a suggest... I'm auto-suggestive because somebody tells me that
human beings have been'invaded'...
had their life 'removed'from them? He
didn't exactly tell me that. He... said
there are millions ofpeople who are the

'invader', who are 'aliens'. I thought
this guy was crazy, so I... even as
recently as this April. This guy is a
fairly reputable scientist whose [work
hasl been published in joumals or'...
some of these connections; he's men-

lying on the bed, you know... you heald
'astral' flights? I realized I wasn't con-

trolling'them', although'they' were
able to give me the impression that
'they'did. Anyway, I swore at them and
said I didn't want ro go on (hese trips
with them. You see, from the very
beginning it's been like this, with this...

that couple on the ground and with
these things. 'They' wanted to somehow glle me something and I didn't
want anything to do with them. I dis-

liked that person [in the apartment
blockl and I dislike these entities.
Whatever it is they want to show me I
don't want to know. I don't want to go
on a trip with someone I hate however
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interesting it mighr be. They talk
about... what was one of the things
'they' said? "Secret information"... I
said, "l don't want to go anywhere with
shit like you, O.K?" That's how I speak
to them. So what 'they'do is 'they' take

me on these trips. Anyway... I never
remember them. O.K.? But I come
back. 'They' put me back in what has
been my lifelers bod1. I wake up. This
happens a couple of times a night,
every night. I wake up. I feel like ['ve
come back from... I can't tell you...
describe the feeling. At first - I'm getting used to it you feel like, I feel like
I've come back from the dead. My
body: I feel like I've been in si,rch a
terrible deep sleep, like nothing I've
ever known.
One ol the things thrt Whirle) Slrie
ber wrote which... rang a bell with me
is that when I .get out of my body...

when I'm back in my body... 'they'
make me go 1<l the toilet fbr some
reason. I think the idea is 'they'don't
want to leave this lifeless body to rot
for even mole than a few minutes, and
... I feel like ... my body is like some...
badly fitting suir. It takes me a while to
get back into my body. That's one ofthe
things he wrote that strikes

a

cord, but...

The other things is I've... also found
that the reason 'they' wanted me to lie
on my back before 'they'took me out
of myself, and you... this lthe inter-

viewl is taping now isn't it? I hope

so

becau\e lhere are ,.erlain :imilariries
here that I want... all the poor sods who
have gone through what t'm going
through and they're in the'loony bins',
orhave shot themselves. I want them to
know that they're sane and what is happening to them. That . why I u ant this
story. I'm even prepared t0 put my
name on this story and.... everything
else: my reputation, my business,
which is a good business, I don't care,
because ['m sure most people would
have shot themselves. The only thing
that made me seriously consider suicide - I don't have the guts to seriously
consider suicide is when 'they'hurt
me, which'they'have done often, bur
only enough to rcmind me of some

so of point;
'they'always seem to be making some
sort of point: I don't know why. But...
thing, to make some

O.K. about making me lie on my back.
This apparently is for my own protection because one time... the way 'they'
make me lie on my back is either by
inducing a pain on my left side when

I'm on my left, I tum on my right,

a

pain on my right side, so I tum on my
back; or making my ear throb against
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the pillow and then I tum on my back
and then I go to sleep. 'They'organize
this for my own good. One time 'they'
took me out of my body when I was
lying on my left side. I came back it
might have been only a few minutes
later, I don't know how long they had
taken me out for, maybe it's an hour, I
don't knou how long - buL I was in
pain this was iust a few weeks ago I got a cramp all down the left side of
my body, because what had happened
was my dead weight... literally my dead

weight was lying on this side. 'They'
kept me alive with 'pellet'control: my
head beating, and I was breathing,
because 'they' saw me... I could see me
and 'him'breathing once when I was
this close out of my body [about a foot
from the bodyl. O.K. all this is fairly
familiar stuff. Now about the abduc
tions, 'they'have given me some sort of
reheanals that'they'... with these knd
of visions and feelings and sensations
that 'they'take advantage of semi sleep
and sleep states. One of the interesting
ones... was a take-off in one of these
circular'space' vehicles that... now
this, apparently, is how it is when you
take off. This is what 'they' wanted me
to know and a lot of other information.
some o[ il may be genuine. most of it
may be... is a hoax, but the way those
machines work, there's a rapid, circu

lat... felt clockwise motion: I guess
clockwise... but in the craft itself you
don'l sense thar. The inlerior parl i'
still, and you f'eel... are conscious of
something whirring around you like
that. Anyway, in my case my response
was to jump out; end ofdream or something and 'they'certainly discussed it.
As I said. 'they'exploit every...
'they'got to know me pafticularly well,

but I guess 'they'can do it with any
body. They raLe advanrage of...
whatever it is: sleep, deep sleep, rapid

eye movement sleep and 'rhey '
induce... infiltrate all sort of'... when
you're in that very vulnerable state:
mentally in that very vulnerable state.
'they'can exploit you with highly real

an accident because I've heard these
'people'speaking to me using mens'
voices. but on one occasion it was a
woman's voice; an American woman's
voice. I recorded an American man's
voice which you can hearon this Iaudio
cassettel... but also local voices... from

the Boumemouth [Hants.] area and
also some Liverpool accents. People
have accosted me in the streel u ilh Liv
erpool accents; apparently it's a
favoudte destination... Liverpudlians
in Bournemouth. So... oh yes,'they'
say these silly things... and some of the
silly cross-questioning is... 'they' asked
me for a description of people I knew,
friends of mine from years back, and

I found this out because 'they'
gave me a dream with a verl realislic...
image of people I knew... not quite...
that fitted the description that 'they' got
from my subconscious. So 'they' gave
me all these crazy dreams. O.K. that's
the situation. What 'they'... wanted me
then...

to know by now is that 'they'have

killed

removed the

guy lin the apartment block in Boston]
was offering me things: I didn't want to
know him. He told me he was an inventor... I expressed... onl)'polite interest,
I wasn't interested...he said.'No, only
my best friends can know about my
inventions.' This is u hat this guy in the
apartment was sa)'ing $hen we werg
having this drink. as if I rvas interested.
Their whole po\lure ro$Jrds me i\...

lhat 'they are rhorr ing me their
'privates'. It's like... for me. it's like a
very ugly woman insists on showing
me her private parts and I don't want to

'em. 'They think. 'ah. we're really
showing you somelhrrg \ow. obrisee

ously 'they' are sho*in-e me quite
spectacular things. but as I said to them,

'If I

wanted know... I \\'as... I got a
I never had an! interest in the
sciences. IIl wa! inlerested in scientific

B.A.;

and 'they'have reached

achievements. or anl kind of science,
I'd just go to science classes at the local

it

a

stage where...

never matters because'they'are

invincible; nothing can be

done,

'they'... are completely contemptuous
of God, or Jesus or any... form of religion... What their ultimate goal is I
don't know. 'They' are very fond of
human beings. They mess around a
lot; 'they' are always fiddling with my
genitals and showing me all sorts of
hybrid crcatures in these dreams and
visions. 'They'have shown me some-

thing that's supposed to be my

on,ir

child which was... made out of a copy...
of my... pef'ect copy that 'they'made
from my semen that 'they' used to

rnake a child lrom. A lot of this is
embanassing. 'They' wanted a pefect
clone copy of me, then 'they' showed...

now 'they' like to hold people hostages...'they' may have killed Andrew
Strieber or may have made a clone of
him or substituted him. I'm sure that
kid, Strieber's son, has had... may have
been substituted. but can t know for
surc that he has been.

have interrogated my subconscious,
'they'are often asking me mostly
stupid questions. I say that because I've

offering me
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of maybe, I

I

mean, 'they can be very funny, but
'they' exploit anything: 'they' know
you well... as well as hurting you, 'they'
will also try to.... make you happy, I
guess. 'They try to ingratiate themselves on me. From the beginning. thir

don't know millions of human beings
and substituted their own life force...

istic dreams and views and visions and
pictures, some of them quite brilliant,
some of them vivid. Some of the
dreams are just plain boring; some ol
them deliberately boring. When 'they'

been able to pick it up on,.. my recorder
a couple of times, but I've also picked
up the end of what 'they' have been
speaking to me... and for some reason
I've woken up and I think that was also

life

these bastards: this is the whole thing.

But'they'... chil
dren... 'they' like to do that with
children. 'They'showed me

a sleeping,

and very good-looking clone ofmyself,
by the way... apparently... 'they' are
a better version of my own
body, or a more durable body that I can
live in and'they'are offering me some
sort of long life. This has been one of
their offers. Then I said, "with you, no
thanks". This has been my standard

reply: "there is nothing, I don't want
anything from you, you know". I ral"
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it might be a
deplorable attitude. my... my not
college. So... although

having an interest in these sreat.... technological achievements of theirs. and

there's no question the)"re fantastic. I
saw this 'pellet'that u'ent into my eye,
and what it's xble to achre\ e. .ind lheir
other achievements.

[KP: did the guy in the apaftment
take part in the implant of the pellet?l

No. it was four... I didn't know. four
men that I didn't kno\\' in the apartment
Iobby, two of whom L.. I can t recog
nize.

IKP: did ther .eize lrold ol'loull
They got at me. they threatened my
mother: this was at the beginning of
June. They mentioned my mother by
,rar?c: there's no reason they should
have known her. And... they put me
down on... the staircase and they said,
"This is for Sxxxxxa". They mentioned
Sxxxxxa Pxxxxxs. who was. who.... I'd

'maced' ftear- gassed] a few days
before. They mentioned my mother,
threatened my mother and said,

"lf

you

go to the police we'll kill yourmother",
and.. all this kind... lots ofthreats. They
have always threatened me, they have

hurt me badly... various parts of my
body really badly. The only time 'they'
hurt me enough to make me think I'm

going to get a....['m going... to hang
myself, anything, I wanted to die right
then was just.... the beginning of Sep-

tember when 'they'... they'had taken
me out of my body and 'they' wanted...

Colin Andrews [of 'Circles'fame] and

and 'they' were off'ering me something
Ieally great; 'lhey'make some sort of
expostulatory remarks as if 'they' had

crap. by the way.

really got something to show me, and I
was... this was going to be the greatest
thing so far; this was someihing thal
would really knock me out thrt'they'
were going to show me. And I told
them. "l just don't want to know. stop
it, L.. r'efuse 10 go to sleep". And then

'they' really solt of... rea]ly huft

me

badly. Tenible pains in my head. down

my body. various... they might hurt
slightly. ever1body... they ma inra in
that, usually it's only fol a tlw seconds.
'They'maintained that lor sevcral min-

ure\ al a lime...

T

u us in de.perate pain.

'They'have hardly.. barely hurt me
\irce.just intimation. ol that pain a. it
had been before, but really agonizing
pain and that I can't... nobody can take
that. I can take the mental anguish ol
knowing ofthe honible knowledge that
I have, yeah? It's not going to be the
same for you because you're going to
be convinced ['m insane and you're
going to be convinced that... you don't
know even ifyou bcl/.,r'c n]y story: you
don't know it. I know what I know and
it's horrible to know. but I can take it: I
can take the idea that everybody thinks
I'm insane. It's distressing. but l'm
used to it. My family, friends, anybody
I tell it to. I don't care. You can think
I'm insane, I'm telling the story for the
poor sods like me who are going to die

or are going to shoot themselves
because they may even be pe$uaded

they re insane;

insane.

I

wanted to think I'nr

l've taken,,. it's

been very

encouraging for me when I picked up
that... things like are on this tape [con
ve$ation with the aliensl, so I do have
some exterior confirmation of my
ranily because I gue\{ Ihe loony bin is
lull of genuinely insane people who...
you know. who think they aren't. but
I've seen 'them'. heard 'them'. smelt
'them. every damn thing you could
possibly imagine. And now I... and I
taped... this is May 10th, I've taped

them. l've got other little snippets of
tape. I think ['m sort of ashamed to...
for me to know 1... ashamed I say that.
I'm kind of ashamed for me to know
what they' are saying to my subconscious because they are such stupid,
silly things that 'they'are saying to it...
Anyway, as I say, there's an American
in London who has known of this for
some time. who... knows about this:
there must be others who are afraid to
speak out. The UFOs are lies or are a
hoax: these landings... this is a letter to

I

d like you to read it. You can keep this
copy. Those Iandings are this... they're

[KP:who is Bruce Lee in this lener? ]
He ir mentioned in Whitley Stlieber's

book as the senior editor of 'Arrow
Books' who... who apparently is the
guy who accepted Communion', and
then he came across two of these

'creatures' in one of their original
It's hard to say what they really

states.

look like. 'They'have shown me themselves in different ways... He saw them

in a book shop thunbing through
'Communion' and making remalks
they obviously wanted him to hear.
Now he's [Lee] been 'pelleted'. You
see, I was pelleted'at gun point. Do

'They'wanted me to know step by step
everything that I know. And the more I
have kno\\,n, the more... friendly 'they'
have been towards me, as if I'm... well.
you see 'they'have let me know what I

didn't want to know: all unwelcome
knowledge. That's it.
[Ed s note: in the second p3n ol rhi\
disturbing case, we shall look at the
abofiive attempt to obtain the legal and
medical data pertaining to the witness.
We shall also look at the witness'struggle to get his evidence recognised by
the 'Drug Enforcement Agency'at the
U.S. Embassy in London, as well as by
various authors and researchers of the
UFO phenomenonl.

Ken Phillips.

you know why? Because 'they'thou€rht
'the1 hird alreadS 'pelleted'me earlier
on and lhe) \ anled me lo knou lhey'
took off my glasses by the way when

'lhey ... obviously lo pul the'peiier'in
m) eye - bul u hat had happened u as
that happened in the beginning of
June...

IKP:what sensation did you get
when the'pellet'was put into your

eye?l No, barely a sensation. I did see
it as it went in, but the thing was I'd
it Ithe pellet] before. Now remember, I'm a guy with actually lb'o pellets
in his eye, but still not wanting to
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THE

Extracts from Eurulon News

EUROPEAN

DIMENSION
IMMENSE OBJEC| IN THE SKY OVER BIERSET
by P.

Excepting henceforth the classic
d€scriptions of triangles collected in
the course of the Belgium wave, we
have been informed about diverse
repetitions of observations of enormous objects flying at low altitude.
Certain witnesses declared to have
even seen some triangles making up
these immense objects. Here is an

perceived to his left over the waste land
an immense, stationary object at about
100 m in altitude and about 500 m from

him.

The witness was very surprised by

this sight and lowered his window
whilst cruising at 20 km/h. His car

The first case was initiated on the
eveping of 29th November 1989. The
witness, who was in his fifties and
living in GRACE-HOLLOGNE lon the
edge of Liegeoisel was alone in his
vehicle. The time was about 18.45 and
he was driving along the road by some
industrial installations in the proximity

that of an AWAC [Boeing 707]. The
object was adomed with flashing lights
and beams of light were being directed

ofBIERSET. He had to pass by there in
order to pick up his wife before return-

towards the ground, The witness
counted three colours [red, green and

ing to his home.

whitel.

He was taking the MATHIEU DE
LEXCHY road, which is bordered by
dwellings of one form or another.

At the centre ofthe object the surface
was slightly sunken and the appearance

of the structure was like that of dark

Beyond these houses to the right there

metal. The witness was stunned but he

is a colliery, some wasteland and some
warehouses. Having travelled on about
100 metres to the crossroads with the

suddenly remembered he had to pick
up his wife and so resumed his journey
[at this time the press had not yet mentioned the Eupen UFOsl.

RUE HECTOR DENIGE. the driver

When we arrived. we met about a
dozen witnesses. but the phenomenon
had by then come to an abrupt halt. The
young people there llere very excited;
everybody was talking at once.

Thus, for almost half-an-hour, the
luminous phenomenon manifested
itself without sound and remaining in

the same location effecting elliptical
rotations. We were. at first. r'eally sure
that lhe witnesses had po.sibly mistaken the phenomenon for a laser beam
being emitted by a discotheque, but,
however. it was not a. simple a' that.
First of all, there was no ray seen to
be emitted from the ground towards the

Vidal

engine was relatively silent, so much
so. he was able to detect a sound ema
nating fiom the phenomenon: a soft
sound of an electric motor according to
his description. The object remained
stationary and, placed as he was, the
witness was able to descdbe the shape
of the object as a lozenge, the size of
which was very clearly greater than

example of a case where one of these
uncommon IJFOs has observed.

The phenomenon seemed to be situated over the neighbouring village of
TERTRE, so being accessible to us, we
decided to go to the site armed with a
video camera.

NEW YEAP AT MANUY ST-JEAN

phenomenon. The cloud-base on that
evening was situated at almost 4 000 m
according to the meteorological office
at CHIEVRE and the u'ind was relatively strong. The witnesses were
adamant that the appearance of this
luminous egg had not changed throughout the whole observation. The cloud
mass was not homogenous and we
made estimates of the speed at which

the clouds were passing by. The
appearance of the phenomenon would
have. therefore. varied in relationship
wilh lhe cloud mass encountered if it
was all a matter of a laser beam. More-

over. the phenomenon

urs uhite in

colour and not the colour green as is the
case for a laser beam.

The absence of a beam leaving the
ground could be explained within the
framework of a conventional hypothesis by the fact that laser beams emitted
in the same circumslance. are nol distributed in an isotropic manner [sic].
Unfortunately, for other witnesses
located in many places around the phenomenon, notably in BAUDOUR, did
not make comments about beams emit

ting from the gound.

After all, to imagine that all these
witnesses would not have had the
chance to discover, in the same geographical conditions of observations,
these ground-to-air beams is stretching

by P.

On lst January 1990, a little after
18.30, the telephone rang... On th€
phone, a young man who was very
evidently excited, began to tell us of
the following account...

The young man lives at MANUY
ST-JEAN near MONS. He and his
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crcdibility somewhat. In any event, the
witnesses are young persons who are

friends and members of the family were
holding a new year celebration when
they witnessed an astonishing, aerial,
luminous phenomenon. There in the
sky, undemeath the cloud base, a sort of
luminous, opaque egg was carrying out
rotations in a wide loop...

tlFO Times

used to going out in the region and they

know of no discotheques under the
location where the phenomenon manifested itself.
The witnesses who have lived in the
area for a long time have never before

had the occasion to witness such

a

spectacle, nor

in the days thereafter

Besides, it has to be taken into account
that the Gendarmerie in ATH has been

inundated with calls on that evening
and that the discotheque hypothesis has

never been identified as claimed by
cenain voices.

We pointed out in order to make a
point that some identical manifestations have already been notified to us
twice before: over JETTE (BXL) in the
first instance, the second, having been

CLOSE ENCOUNTER
OVERTHE RING

(MOTORWAY) OF
BRUSSEIS

witnessed by a physician from ULB.

by Michel Rozencwajg

The date was Sunday 9th. December
1990 at almmt 21.30. The weather
was cold, oyercast and snow was fall-

OBSERVAIIONS IN THE REGION OF CORDES
(TOURNAI)
E LECTRO MAEN ETIC I NTE RF ERE N CE
by P. Vidal

The witness in this next observation
is a game keeper and it is for this
reason that we are keeping his name
anonymous.

tried in vain to re-start the car engine.
It was at thisjuncture there appeared
from behind the car an intense glow

which, in an instant, enveloped the

He resides in an isolated place in the

vehicle. lnside the car, the witness was
slunned since the light was blinding
and it hurt his eyes. The illuminarion

region of CORDES (TOURNAI). As a
part ofhis job, the witness is often outdoors at night. We also wish to point out
that he is a correspondent with the IRM
[The Royal Institute of Meteorology].
The first observation goes back to
April or May 1990 - the witness no
longer remembers the precise date - at
about 2 - 3 o'clock in the moming.
Having retumed home he entered his
dining room and, in so doing, perceived

lasted for some seconds then the game
keeper decided to get out of his car, He
opened the car door and put one foot on
the ground. At this very moment the
intense light went out. Moreover, there
was not a sound to be heard; only the
stars in the sky.

through the window a pinkish-red
luminous ball moving half-way up
some trees bordering a neighbouring
meadow. This ball had a diameter of
about 1.5 m, but it quickly flattened
into an elongated shape. The witness
described the resemblance of the phe-

radio and dashboard lights all sraned to
function again. The witness declared to
us at the time of our convenation with
him that some colleagues ofhis on duty
at the same place had also lived through
a similar event at almost the same time

nomenon with that

of bladder of

a

football which had been elongated. The

phenomenon advanced horizontally
and rounded a small wood located
behind the witness'house - at the time
of the observation the witness was situated at about 150 m from the luminous

ball. The spheroid flew very slowly
I

l0/20 km,h] and, after having rounded

the small wood, the ball disappeared
from view.

The second observation was more
recent and stranger than the ffust: the
time was 02.25 and the wilness was in
his car listening to the radio: his CB

was on 'standby'and rhe dashboard
lights were on. Suddenly, the radio, CB
as well as the dashboard lights went off.
The witness was thus suddenly plunged
into darkness and, believing this loss of
power to be due to a faulty ignition, he

At practically the same moment, the
ignition came back on and the CB,

of night. According to the log book of
lightning activity kept at the home of
the witness there were no repons of
lightning discharge on the evening in

ing. Mme. Cortvriendt and her
husband were r€turning towards
RHODE ST.GENESE following the
'Ring of Brussels' and were coming
up to a four-branch crossroads. As
the car was following the turn-off in
order to take the motorway in the
direction of Waterloo Mme.
Cortvriendl perceived in the distanc€ to her right a luminous
triangle. Quite inexplicably, given
the difficult weather conditions, she
could now p€rceive, at some dozens
of metres away through the vehicle's
right-hand-side window, a gigantic,
circular plate locat€d over the crests
of som€ trees. On its circumference
the object was carrying a multitude
of white lights which were as bright
as diamonds.
Anayed from the centre ofthe object
towards its periphery and in the shape
of a cross could be made out four segments of a brass colour which the

witness spontaneously called four
exhaust pipes and from which was

escaping white fumes resembling

Of all the evidence which the
witness considers amazing was to be
found in the large under-belly of this
triangular object flying ar 50 m altitude.
The car, not being able to stop in the
middle ofa molorwa). conlinued on it5
way and the witness lost sight of the
object which was proceeding in the
steam.

opposite direction

question...

tow ard

s

The third observation manifested
itself some days lateron the nighr of4l5

ZAVENTEM.

\ovember

two, long conversations with Mme.

a luminous mass, the splendour of

shocked but also obsessed by that
which she had perceived. To such a
degree, that the following day she made

1S90. The witners was, in
fact, at the same place when he watched
the slow descent towards the ground of

which intensified in proportion ro the
phenomenon's approach to the ground.
The luminous mass then stabilised just

over a grove of trees, the crests of
which became illuminated [the grove
was situated at about 1.5 km from the
witnessl. The object lhen tumed over
the wood then slowly directed itself
towards the village of FOREST where
the game keeper lost sight of the phenomenon.

It

must be noted after having had

Cortvriendt showed herself to be really

a

detailed sketch in colour of the object

which she had seen, placing it in darknes\ in fronl o[ a luminous source in
order to reprcduce the scene and to
make all its dimensions as near to the
real thing as possible. She confessed to
me, among other things, that she thinks
only of the encounter night and day to

rhe point of having complerely disturbed sleep about it. She confided with
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me in the following, which I did not
induce in her in any way by the question directed, that she had thought
about the image of a being of small
size, macrocephale [sic] with large
eyes.

This thought has persisted for some
days to the point ofconvincing the wir
ness that this object was inhabited by

some beings coming from elsewhere.

More recently still, this charming lady
has contacted me again in order to
make me participate in the persistence,

a

month and a half after the encounter.

of her obsessional thoughts, of which
she has not succeeded in ridding herself. We acknorvledge. after all, that
this type of reaction is very widespread

amongst these witnesses who have
lived Lhrough lhese close encounlers.

WHEN REALITY OVER{AKES SCIENCE- FICTION
by Michel Rozencwajg

This close encounter is certainly one
of the most precise which has eYer
reached us. It has been confirmed

and correlated by another less.pre-

cise testimony, but nevertheless,
there is certain agreement on impor.
tant parameters. Once again, these
facts go in the direction ofthe'visitor
hypothesis' lextraterrestrial or other
dimensionl. We do not have any
reason, after having met the
witn€ss€s, to fault the credibility of
their account. The sketches of Mr.
Hardy speak for themselves,
On Sunday 6th January 1991,
between 18.00 and 18.30, two groups
of witnesses were joumeying along the
motorway E41l reported the fly-over at
very low altitude of a gigantic plateshaped object canying many luminous
sources. The first witnesses reported
the passing over at Spontin of a rectan
gular object surmounted by a cupola.
This incident involved a family of four
persons who swore that the object was

going towards NAMUR.

At 18.30 these matters werc reported
precisely by another famiiy up at
BOUGE. They were coming from
Brussels at the time and had reached a

spot a little before the Beez Viaduct.
According to one of the witnesses, Mr,
Hardy, a military veteran in the regular
army, estimated the distances of three
halogen-type lights which appeared to
the left of the motorway.

ln the first instance, Mr. Hardy
of
a football ground, but he quickly

thought that the lights seen was those
realised that these lights made up

a

part

of a real

vessel which was hovering
perfectly stationary over a quany. The

object, according to him, must have
measured less than 80 m long and l0 15 m in height with the forward three
lights embedded in the form of a rectangle and a red light on the lower rear
end.
The under-belly as well as the upper
pan was bulged out and was of a dark

grey hue. On the side of the apparatus
was a series of ponholes' lit up in
white and were l5 in number. The rear
end presented a flat surt'ace with some
fins. Mr Hardy ob'erled the object for
2 - 3 minutes, having parked his car on

the motonra) hard-.houlder. He esli-

mated the height above the ground of
the object as 90 m and the distance
which separated him as 200 m: he made
these estimations rlith incredible accuracy because he used a high-tension
pylon situated behind rhe phenomenon
as a reference marker.

The moment rrhen the witness
switched on his four headlights the
object began to more in a iinear and

uniform way and distanced itself
slowly in the direction of HANNUT.
We stated precisel) that at this spot and
at that time the traffic is heavy. which

left us to suppose that many other
people have been sitne..e' to this
incrcdible observation.

OBITUARY
Aim6 Michel
Courtesy of 'Magonia' magazine

- March 1993

of

Michel's influence on ufology in Britain was enhanced by

Aim6 Michel in December 1992, at the age of 73. His interest
in ufology was awakened by the Scandinavian 'ghostrockets', leading to his first book. Tle Truth Ahour Flying

his longstanding friendship with Charles Bowen. editor of

Sauters, in 1954. The writer of a number of important reports
on French cases (his account of the 'Dr X' case is a classic) he
will, perhaps, best be remembered for his development of
'orthoteny', first put forward in his book Flyirrg Saucers and
the Straight Litrc Mysrer',v, published in English in 1958.

theories, and deeper, speculative pieces on the nature of intelligence, both terestrial and extraterrestrial, and the possibility

We read in the Fren ch magazine P hlnomAna of the death

In researching the 1954 French wave, he noted that sightings
recorded on a panicular day could be linked into groups along a
series of straight lines; most notably those for 24th September
1954, where many sightings were strung out along a line linking
the towns of Bayanne and Vchy; the 'Bavic' line...
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Flying Saucer

Reier in its most influential era. Bowen

pub-

lished many articles by Michel, both on his orthotenic
of communication.

Michel had a learned academic background, studying
music and the theory of sound, and was an expert on animal
communication... P hAnom4na tecotds that he had been retired
from ufology for many years,'persuaded that UFOs were
above human comprehension'.

BUFORA LTD. extends its condolences to the family and
close friends of Aim6.
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ARK SOUNDWAVES
Presents

MESSENGERS OF DESTINY

imponant film. From the fulfilment of
ancient prophesies to the well-docu-

A FASCINATING VIDEO OF UFO
ACI:NITY IN MEXICO
On July 11th l99l ,leading upto atotal
solar eclipse, thousands gathered to

mented UFO sightings, courtesy ofthe

watch this magical event, as prophesied
by ancient Mayan priests, when a silvery
disc-shaped object silently hovered and
was filmed on video by at least l7 people
in ditferent locarions of Mexico Ciryr rhis
event marked the beginning of a huge
wave ofUFO activity.

An intemational team of investigators from the USA, Mexico and Japan
were led by a traii of UFO.ighlings lo
Mount Popacatepetl, the fourth largest
volcano in the world, and thought to be

dormant, but discovered

it is now

awakening.

'Messengers of Destiny' is a wellproduced, thought-provoking and most

personal'Camcorder', an incredible

amount of footage has been produced;
this is the first in a series of over 40
videos.

UNDENIABLE EVIDENCE
In July 1991, leading researchcr,
Colin Andrews and Ark Soundwaves
began filming this invaluable guide to
the fascinating crop circle phenome-

non, including: in-depth interviews

of research into the crystallire structure
change ofplants and hear the unearthly
sound produced in some crop formations.

This most intriguing my\rery

is

clearly presented in this beautifully
filmed, visually stunning, informative
documentary. For over a decade, Colin
has painstakingly researched these
mysterious formations. This dedication
has made him a most authoritative and
respected presenter of the phenbme-

non, which we feel is of utmost
importance.

Please send cheque

or postal

order,

with Colin Andrews revealing the evolution of early crop circles into more

payable to Ark Soundwaves, to:-

elaborate and breathtaking pictograms,
plus his own personal views in which
he shares for the first time his deepest

Glastonbury, Somerset, BA6-9FE.
Messengers of Destiny: f2 l- I 5 P & P

thoughts and profound conclusiorrs;
land owners and farm workers also
share theL experiences. See the results

Ark Soundwaves (Q1), PO. Box

1395,

& VAT.

f 14-10 P & P &
VAT. Allow up lo 28 days lor delivery.

Undeniable Evidence:

ARK SOUNDWAVES
PRESENTS

MESSENGDRS OF' DESTINY
A FASCINATING VIDEO OF UFO ACTIVITY IN MEXICO
1 l th l99l leading uP to a total solrr eclipse. thous.nds gathered to rv.rtch this rrr.rgic.r I event, rs p roplresied b1
ancient Mayan Priest.s, a silvery disc-shapetl object silently horiered, filnred on videobv;t le.rst tZ peoile in ,liffererit
locations of MexicoCiry, this event nrarked thebeg rnini of a huge war.e of UFOnctiiiW.
An intemationalteam of investig.rtors fronr theUSA. Merico and J"ap,rn were led bv n tr.riiof UFO sightings to Mount
Popocatepetl,.the fourth largest volclno.in.the rlorld. thought to be Llorrnant, buti{iscovered it is n6rr. .rriakenilg.
Messengersof Desthy_isa weLl produced, thought p rovoki-ig and rnost irnportant fiLn. Frorn the iu lf ihnent of .rnc i"en t
ProPhecies to the well-docurnented UFO sightings, courtesy o^f the personrl c.rrncorder. rthiclr is pro.lucirrg.u
incredible arnount of footage. TIr is is the first in a series of over 40 r.icleos.

On J uly

I]NDDNIABLE DVII}DNCE
In July 1991, le.rding rese.'rrcher Colin Andrews.r:rel Ark Sorurrlwaves began fil:nhq tlris inr..rh.rable suitle to tlre
tascinatint croP circle Phenomenon, including: in.depth urten'ierls rr'itlr C-olh furdre"rls rer.ealing tlreEvolrrtio1 oi
early croP circl€s into more elaborate and b reathtak irg pictograrns, plus he shares for the first tirn g"his orr.r r pelsolal
experiences,
thoughts and profound conc"lusion;. L;nci owners a.ncl fann rvo.ke.s also shjre their
^deepest
experiences. See
the results of research into the crystalline structure change of plants, and hear the unea.tlt ;;rl:l
produced in some crop formations.
This most intriguing mystery is.clearly presenteJ in this beautifully iilned, r'isuallv stul-ri1g, infornr.rtir.e
documentary. lor overa decadeColin has pairut.rkingly researclred these inysterious forrnaiions. Tlr ii<leejic.rtion h;rs
macle lllm a most authoritative and resPected presenter of the plrenornenon rvhich we feel is of utrnost inport.rnce.
Please send cheque or p.O. pavable to Ark Soundnaves to:
Ark Soundwaves (e1) p.O. Box 1395, Ghstonbury, Sornerset, 846 9FE, UK.
Messengers of Destinv:
Destiny: €21
€21.15
.15 P & P and VAT.
Undeniable Evidence: €14.10 P & P. and VAT. Allow up to 2g days for deliv
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TRAVEL AND EARTH MYSTERIES

socrETY (TEMS)
CALENDAROFEVENTS 1993
Saturday 17th April

-

leave approx. 11.00: FIELD

TRIPTO STRANGE HERTFORDSHIRE.

We plan to visit Scott's Grotto & Royston Cave, both unique venues. Baning blocked roads, this trip will be unaffected by the
weather. Visit to the Puddingstone at Standon, etc. Picnic or pub lunch and Tea in S. Herts. Car share will be coordinated. Please
ring Lionel: 081-979-3148, or Eileen: 0483-69583.

Sunday 25th April - 14.30-18.30 inc. Tea: 'THE BEST LEY IN SURREY', described by Eileen Roche
(Cor! I wish I was going! - Ed.).

Rambling across the Suney countryside in search of physical markers can be a lot of fun. Field researchers met unexpected
developments & extended the line to a sulprising end. VENUE: HAMPTON. Please ring Lionel.
Saturday 22nd May

-

leave about 10.30: FIELD TRIP TO HAMPSHIRE.

Follow-up to the talk on 25th Apdl to investigate the tmck of line near Winchester & beyond, & visit ancient sites. etc. Car-sharing
will be coordinated so don't be shy! Please ring Lionel or Eileen.
SatJSun, 15/16 May: ASSAP CONFERENCE, Conway Hall, Red Lion Square, London, W.C.1.
Theme: 'Mystedes of London': Collins, Pennick, Potter, et.al. Sunday: walkabout tour.
Sunday 30th May

-

14.30-18.30

-

inc. Tea: 'BIG CAT SIGHTINGS'.

Detective Constable Steve Ashcroft has been investigating the 'Suney Puma' & other 'big cat' sightings in the UK since 1989. He
is cooperating with Nigel Brierly to photograph an animal in Devon, & has a Foject to identify the animals involved. VENUE:

HAMPTON. Please ring Lionel.

The subscription to TEMS is f2-00, which goes towards
phone calls, postage and photocopying. Members receive
TEMS NEWS at no extra cost. A charge of !l-50 is made at
the Sunday aftemoon lectures to cover aftemoon tea and
speaker's expenses. The above programme has been designed

to complement the meetings of nationa.l groups, i.e. ASSAP,
BUFORA, CCCS and local affiliates, SIGAP and the Surrey
Earth Mysteries Group. TEMS was founded in January 1992
and is a social and study group covering a wide range of
paranormal interests and Earth Mysteries. TEMS is in S.W.
London, S. Middx. and Suney branch ofASSAP (Reg. charity
No.327422 at:20, Paul St. Frome,

BAll-lDX). A summary

of the subjects covered can be found on the TEMS introductory leaflet, and a fuller list is available form ASSAP
It is not widely known that the inspiration for TEMS came
at an Indian restaurant in Sheffield immediately after the
BUFORA Intemational Conference in August 1991. Besides
the writer, founding-members at Sheffield included John
Harman and Ken Seddington. This resulted in a stimulating
seminar on crop circles in Hampton on 6th Octob€r 1991.

The inaugural meeting of TEMS The Travel and Earth
Mysteries Society - was held on 26th January 1992.

ln 1992, some seventeen events took place. including five
field trips. Talks at homes of members ranged from Atlantis to
crop circles, ghosts, psychic questing, survival, UFOs and
teffestrial zodiacs. Notable trips included 'Mysterious
Guildford', abty led by Eileen Grimshaw, when the local
citizenry was dressed in Civil War costume, There was also a
July weekend in Norfolk visiting Kings Lynn, Castle Acre
Priory, Castle Rising and the Walsinghams. Field trips usually
tum up unexp€cted discoveries, not least of which was 'dog-

paws'in Longcross Church, that fitted in Mary

Caine's
Kingston Zodiac; an exciting progmmme has been arranged

for 1993

[see above].

TEMS is a non-profit, non-political and non-sectarian
social and study group. For further details, eithff of the following can be contacted:We thought you had the address ofthe next'TEMS' meeting!
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Lionel: 081 -979-3148, Ann: 081-542-31 10,
Barhara: 08 I -942-3447.
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UFOBOOKS
FORSALE

LIONEL BEER
(SPACELtNK BOOKS)

115 Hollybush Lane

HAMPTON
Middlesex

1993

TWl22QY

List number: Ai93
Please quote list number when ordering

.Additions

to list
ALL ITEIVIS ARE IN STOCK

-

PRICES INCLUDE POSTAGE

POPULAR PAPERBACKS
ALIEN LIAISON by Timothy cood. 1992 edn. lndex. 12 plates. 258
pages - 15-40
AI/4AZING UFO & ALIENS by R. Matthews. 1922 Children's books.
126 pages - e1-35
COMMUNION by Whilley Strieber. FP 1987. Author's contact ctaim.
299 pages E4-45
AN EXPERIIVIENT WITH ALIEN INTELLIGENCE by ,Larry Kingston'.
1991. 112 pages - t6-30
PERSPECTIVES by John Spencer. 1989. Alien abductions
reassessed.8 plates. 255 paqes 14-50
SKY CRASH by Jenny Randles, B. Butler, D. Street. 1984. 1980
Rendlesham case. lllus. 385
pages - €2-95
IHE UFO CONSPIRACY by Jenny Randles. The first 40 years.
Recommended. lllus. 224 pages - 15-00
THE UFO ENCYCLOPEDIA compiled by John Spencer. 199j . 16
colour piates. Useful ref. 446 pages - t7 75
UFOs - AFRICAN ENCOUNTERS by Cynthia Hind of Zimbabwe.
1982. rec'd. 8 plates. 240 pages - 13-75
UFOs, PAST, PRESENT & FUTUBE by Bobert Emenegger. 1974.
Mainly USA angle.212 pages -!2-95

QUALITY PAPERBACKS
ABOVE TOP SEbRET by Timothy cood. Wortdwide cover-up. Rec,d.
16 plates. 590 pages - 17-25
ALIEN ANIMALS by Janet & Colin Bord. 1980. Puzzlng animal
encounters. lllus. Bargain. 253 pages - 13 00
'BEYOND THE LIGHT BARRIEB by Elizabeth Klarer (S. Africa).
Contactee claim. lllus. 190 pages - 112-50
'THE CIRCLE I\TAKERS by Andrew Collins. 1992. Circtes & ,Orgone
Energy'. 70 b/w photos. 352 pages - e5-75
CROP CIRCLES - HABBINGERS OF WORLD CHANGE ed. Atick
Bartholomew. Col. illus. 102 pages - €10-75
-THE COSI\.4|C PULSE
OF LIFE by Trevor Constable. Rev. 1990.
Bio-UFOs &'Orgone Energy'. 50 plates. 488 pages - t1 8-50
EXTRA-TERRESTRIALS AMONG US by ceorge Andrews. 1986.
Rec'd bargain. lllus. 310 pages - g5-75
FLYING SAUCERS - SERIOUS BUSINESS by Frank Edwards. 1966
classic, reprinted. lllus.318 pages - !4-95
'FROM OUT OF THE BLUE by Jenny Randles. 1991. 1980 'Sky
Crash'book follow-up. 192 pages - !9-55
HOUSE OF LORDS UFO DEBATE edited by John Michelt. Hansard
text ot 18 Jan '79. lllus. 115 pages - e3-25
LOOKING FOB ALIENS by Jenny Randles & P.:ter Hough. j 991.
Otf-beat angles. lllus. 240 pages - !9-00
.THE MCTHMAN PROPHECIES
by John Keet. 1991 edn of 1975
book. UFO monsters in USA. 275 pages - !13-80
PARAPSYCHOLOGY & THE UFO by Manfred Cassirer. 1998.
Psychical approach. 62 pages - t4-00
'SILENT INVASION by Ellen Crystal. 1991. USA alien encounlers. 16
lllus. pages.200 paoes - !9-75
THE WORLD'S GREATEST UFO MYSTERTES by Niget Btunde .
Case summaries. lllus. 190 pages - !3-40

'UFOs OVER HAN.4PSHIRE & THE ISLE OF WtcHT by Roberr price.
1990. Localcases.8 plates. 142 pages-86-40
'UFO ABDUCTIONS - A DANGEROUS GAME by phitip Klass. Rev
1988. Sceptic s view. I plales. 222 pages - t15-25
'UFOs - THE PUBLIC DECEIVED by Phitip Ktass. 1993. UFO

overview. 12 plates. 315 pages - f13 40
-IHE UFO VERDICT
by Robert Sheafier. 1980. Hard took at UFO
subject. 16 pages of illus. 245 pages t14-00
Booklet: UFOs OVER PLYN4OUTH edited by Bob Boyd. Devonshire
cases. Diagrams. 34 pages - l1-00
A4 softcover: ALMANAC OF UFO ORGANTSAITONS &
PUBLICATIONS by David Blevins. 1990. Lists. 128 pages - !1j-OO

HARDBACKS
AN EXPERIMENT WITH SPACE by Robert Morison. Vortex
propulsion ideas. Bargain. 62 paoes - !2,50
CONFRONTATIONS by Jacques Vattee. 1990. UFOs as harmfut
technology. I plates. 265 pages - !16-30
DIMENSIONS - CASEBOOK OF ALTEN CONTACT by Jacques
Vall6e. 1988. Complex theory.315 pages ElO-OO
'FORBIDDEN SCIENCE by Jacques Va de. 1992. His amazing .IJFO
diaries'.8 plates.466 pages - e19-50
PERSPECTIVES by John Spencer. 1989. Abductions dept. I plates.
special bargain. 255 pages - f5-00
PHANTOT\,S OF THE SKY by David Ctarke & Andy Roberts. 1990.
Wide-ranging. 8 plates. 204 pages - 113 90
PORTRAITS OF ALIEN ENCOUNTERS by NigetWatson. 1990.
Bizarre claims. lllus. 189 pages - !11-15
REVELATIONS by Jacques Vall6e. 1992. Alien contact & human
deception. I plates. 288 pages - i15-50
'SECRET LIFE by David Jacobs. 1992. UFO abductions at first hand,
genetic testing? 336 pages - !16-25
SCIENCE & THE UFOs by Jenny Randtes & Peter Warrington. j 985.
I plates. lndex. 215 pages - ! 12-00
TRANSFORI,4ATION - THE BREAKTHROUGH by Whiitey Strieber.
1988. Communion sequel. 250 pages - t11-50
'UFOs & HOW TO SEE THEM by Jenny Randtes. 1992. cenerat.
100 photos inc colour. 144 pages - !17-OO
-UFOs (GREAT
MYSTERIES) by Robert Jackson. Ctear photos &
concise text. 44 size. 80 pages - €10-OO
A4-size: THE UFO CASEBOOK edited by peter Brookesmith. Cot.
illus. Black Cat edn.84 pages - e5-OO
CRASH AT COBONA - S. Fnedman & D. Berliner. 1992, UFO
retrieval case. 320 pages - 316-00

MAGAZINES
SPACELINK (UK) fo'rr assorted issues pubtished by L. Beer.

1968-70. Well illus. 32 pages - q2-00
SPACEOUEST (UK) 1978. 28 gtossy pages. Set ot three issues:
t1-50 C2 & 3 logethel f0-65 UFO AFRTNEWS edited by Cynthia
Hind. t1-1988, !2-1989, !3-1990, e4-199i, e5,e6-1992, 44-49
pages. Each t2-00
CEREALOGIST, CIRCULAR, CROP WATCI-tER: ask for tatest tists
video: UFO REVIEW - THE BESEARCHERS. 1992. One-hour VHS.
Leading researchers interviewed. e13-50

ALL PRICES INCLUDE POSTAGE & PACKING: please send payment with order. Cheques British Postal Orders should be made payable
to: Lionel Beer' UsA dollar checks & postal money orders are noi acceptable - sorryl Foreign currency notes aie acceoied at tourist
exchange rates; pleas€ allow !1-00lor bank commission. lnternational regislration or insurince is an optional extru
ano
speeds delivery' SAVE POSTAGEI Books may be collected at London me;tings ot BUFORA & oCCS or trom Himpion
"iii-so
"oreti.es
vittage nntiques,
i6,
Stalion Rd. Hampton, Middx. Foreign customers are asked to add 1O% to the;bove prices to cover higher post"i"'fri""".
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WANTED. .

.

Names and addresses of active UFO groups and/or UFO publications
I am in the

process of trying to compile a comprehensive directory of all UFO groups from around the world. No group is
too small or too large. I would also like to include UFO publications, from news-stand magazines to the more simpler form
of newsleners. If you are involved in any such activities please send us as much detail as you can to:-

Philip Mantle, l, Woodhall Drive, Batley, W. Yorks. WTIT-7SW.

El L, FO R/A

PLt E! I-IG,.ATIONIS

ElooKs

Flying Saucers. Serious Business
UFOS Global View

UFO Encyclopedia.

Amazing UFOs and Aliens

UFO Lexicon
UFO/lFO A Process of Elimination
UFO lnvesligation Handbook

Skycrasht

Controversy of the Circles*
Perspectives

Reprjnt of a classic by Frank Edwards
Proceedings of 1991 Sheffield Congress
Comprehensive reference book, paperback
by John Spencer

Excellent children's introduction to the subject
Essential multi-language phrase book
Published by Probe and SCUFORI
Loose leaf - dated but uselul
Rendlesham Forest landing case, pape.back

by Buller, Slreel and Randles

Last few copies by P Fuller & J Randles
A keen look al abduclions by J Spencer

'

e4.5 0
e3.00
e 7.50

$10.00
$6.00
$15.00

e1.50
96.00
e1.00
e3.00
93.00
f4.50
t5.00

$3.00
$12.00
$2.00
$6.00
$6.00

€1.50
t1.50
t1.50
r2.50
r2.50

S3.00

$9.00
$10.00

very few lett - firsl come first served

MAGAZINES
BUFOA Journal
BUFORA Journal

BUFORA Bulletin
JTAP
LJFO Times

P0blished 1963

P0blished 1965/1981
Published 1981/1989
Published 1979/1989

Commenced 1989

$3.00

s3.00
$5.00
s5.00

Prices quoted are for single copies. Please state year prelerred or send for lisl. Unbound photocopies wall be supplied lor out of print issues.

Unbound photocopies ol the lollowing publications are now available
Mystery ol the Circles
ByPFuller&JRandles
Fire in the Sky
Case study of Peter Day Film by J Randles
UFO World '87
UFO World '89

Close Encounler at Livingston

Congress'79
vehicle lnterlerence Projecl
The lnvestigator (issue 1)

Yearbook compiled by J Randles
Yearbook compiled by J Randles
Case study of forest landing
lvlany interesling papers
420 cases compiled by G Falla
NIC Newsletter Feb 1973

r2.00
q2.00
q2.00
€3.50
€3.50
!5.00
!2.50
€2.00

$4.00
$4.00
$4.00
$7.00
$10.00
$5.00

$14 00
$4.00

Prices include p&p. Payment by cheque, money order (Pounds ste ing) or US Dollars (bills only).

Send your ordet lo:

BUFORA (Pubs), 16 Southway, Burgeas Hill, Sussex,

RH|5 9ST

BINDERS.,. Keep your collection of UFO Times in pristine condition,., Available in ,!\4 and A5 format, these robust binders
are embossed with the BUFORA logo and can store up to 1 8 magazines... Each bnder (A4 and A.5) costs f,5 including p&p.,.
Order your binders by indicating what size you require and send a cheque or postal order to: BUFORA Binders, I 6 Southway,

Hill, Sussex RH15 9ST
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Readers

to-day business as perfectly 'ordinary
citizens' all except Jeremy Beadle!
He is not one of ours!! I don't think he
is one of yours either?

Our great Master, 'O-B
Express your views by sending your

The editor, UFO Times,
Suite 1, The Leys,
2c Leyton Road,
Harpenden, Herts,

Lnfortunately. the world at this
moment in time is NOT READY for us
to descend upon you and to teaeh you

AJ-s2'.tL
The paper is interesting, informative,

I'm

gonna sit right down and write
myself a letter.. fapologies lo the lyricist of the famous song!l

Dreadfully sony Readers

- pafticularly to Gordon Millington who
submifted the article in the first placa!
but I forgot to append the signature of
the author to the paper 'ZECHARIA

-

AND

THE

A

NCIENT

ASTRONAUTS' lpp 22123, UTzll: tt
was, ofcourse, none otherthan our own

Gordon Millington.

You fool PhiUips! Keep your mind
on the job!!

Sincerely,

Ken Phillips.

inriguing, intellectual, insftuctive and,
ifyou can think ofother words that start
with the letters 'in', you're a better man
than

I

(Gunger-Dinnll

lcet

away!

-

Ed.l
I will now expose to you (bul not in

public) - [ should hope not ! - Ed.] that
I am not ofthis Eafih!! For I am, in fact,
a 'Grey'l No, not a ... !
T

will explain.

I have been pur on lhis

Earth to keep an 'eye' on you alM ( I
mean WE), are from a galaxy far away
in the other end of your own universe!

(Go round the back of Mars, tum left
and go right up Uranus! Painful? lNor

halfl

- Ed.l.

I live

here on Eanh (same as you?)
live a 'normal' life as you do! I look
normal, work normal, meet friends,
even go down to the pub every evening
as normal! Get drunk from beer, have a
cuny and throw up -perfectly normalll
fAbsolutely, ex'ept tllat I, personally,
can't aJford it! - Ed.l.
and

London.
Dear Sir,
May I congratulate you on becoming

(I hope) the full-time editor of UT. I
now hope that your paper will return to
every other month delivery, as it was a
few years ago!

Ben-

meaning of life, the universe and all,
but at the moment he is busy, but do not
worry (do I wony?), should an apocalyptical disaster begin to unfotd, WE
will be the first out of here!!

correspondence to:

Dear Editor,

I

Kenoby' (meaning Son of Ken) could
descend to Earth in our geat flying
saucers and explain to you all the

Many thousands ofus are living here
on Eafih, going about doing their day-

all a better life where no-one argues,
pain and suffering is no more and
everybody lives a full and happy life
full.of fun, peace and happiness! (You
should be that lucky!)
You have a lot to learn!

If you study

well, leam and keep having a healthy
diet (with plenty of rotghage) F shan't
need rcughage if therc's an "apocalyp-

tical disaster" !
feel bener!

- Ed.l

you may at last

I might write to you again in a few
months to discuss more with you about
life on Earth, and perhaps I can tell you
a little more about my world, our past-

limes. cookery. music and electronic
sub-Newtonal Polyanagrams | [sic]
I remain you friend,

Arther CadaYer.
Ed's tlote:

I'rc tidied up the spelling

and grammar a little to potect the
ittnocent. Howeyer, rough edges notv'ithstanding, I look fon 'ard to lurther
intellectual correspondence fi.on " Mr.
Cadaver" in otder that I can present it
to the 'Royal Society' with the aim of
inducin.q that august hody ro begin
taking our subject morc seriously!

UFO REVIEW
As announced in the October BUFORA NEWS- a video called 'l IFO Review

-

The Researchers' has been produced by D.M.p.

of High Wycombe in association with BUFORA. This one-hour VHS tape includes interviews wirh some of the world'i leading
UFO researchers, including Walt Andrus. Cynthia Hind, Odd-Gunnar Roed and John Spencer. No video collection is complet!
without it. [Note: this is only suitable for PAL video systems compatible with the UK's]
is

Copies of the tape are available at meetings or by post from: BUFORA, 16, Southway, Burgess Hill, Sussex, RHl5-9ST. price
by post, please include f,l -50 extra for P & p.

f l2-50; if ordering
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FORTHCOMING LONDON LECTURES:
'CONTACTEES UNGAGGED' by Ken Phillips &
I st Mav
Witness Support Group - Phillips is to present the
witnesses in a way that will allow them to speak
candidly about their experiences to the audience sceptics of a nervous disposition are advised not to
attend since much of the material is of an explicit

Got a hot UFO news story?
Then ring the special
UFO Times Newsdesk on

0352-732473
between gam and 5pm
7 days-a-week

nature.

22ndMav'93:

BUFORA(IRELAND)
INVESTIGATING OFFICERS:
Pat Delaney & Anne

expenses.

Grffin

.THE

5th June

BOX No 3070, WHITEHALL,

BUFORA IRELAND is the only

genuine UFO organisation in
Ireland. We are based at BOX No
3070 Whitehall, Dublin 9.

you have seen or have had

a

UFO/paranormal experience then
please contact us at the above
address. We are fully qualified
Accredited Investigators in this field
and shall be only too happy ao assist
you in any query you may have re:
ibove. We are affiliated ro BUFORA
in England. Please send SAE for
replY

Pat Delaney & Anne

Griffin.

EXTRA.TERRESTRIAL ORIGIN OF

CONSCIOUSNESS' by Caroline Thomas. M.A. - in
this, the last in the cunent season of lectures. Caroline
Thomas will speak on her theme as a widely-travelled
psychic and investigator, who has recently visited

DI,JBLIN 9.

If

TRAINING MEETING to be held at Dr. Johnson
House, 40, Bull St. Birmingham, subject to
confirmation. The venue will run from l-3.00 until
16.30. A contribution of!2 is requested torvards

JaPan.

BU FORA London lectures are held every first Saturdat of the ntonth at
the new lecture theatre complex, London Business School. Susse.r P lete,
Outer Circle, Regents Park, London, NWl.The LBS is onh o fire ntinute
walkfrom Baker Sn-eet tube. Lectures start at 6-30pm. Entrance fl .50
members, f3 .00 non-members. The new theate has u'heelthair access
and facilities for the disabled. All are wel.come. Full lecture programmes
are available from BU FORA (LP ), Suite I , The Leys, 2c Letton Road,

Harpenden, Herfordshire, AL5 2TL.

If you have an event that you wish to publicise on this page free of charge
then write to the editorial address (page 2)with your request, tllree
months in advance.

UFOCATL
FOR THE STRANGEST CLOSE ENCOUNTERS ON THE TELEPHONE
Edited and presented by Jenny Bandles
Britains only professional ulologist, UFOCALL
will keep you ahead of the UFO headlines.
The latest cases {rom around the world,
up to date research news, details of national
and regional events and book reviews are
all on UFOCALL.

calls cost 36p per minute cheap rate and 45p per minute at all other times

2A
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